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•Budget cuts

Thirty UM custodians axed

•Iraq

US moves against Iraq

By Kim Dineen
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Sigma Kappa to
Civil Rights Awareness Series be
gins
discontinue colony
By Bonnie Satterfield

Staff Writer

by Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
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WorldBriefs

will cooperate with state
• Italian officials hope crime boss
killing at least eight
• Heavy rains cause mudslides,
Friday
• Japan shaken by earthquake on

Italian Mafia boss in custody

Mudslides lull' eight people in Mexico

1

2

rains killed eight more people on
TIJUANA, Mexico (AP) — Unrelenting
ROME (AP) — Betrayed by those who once swore allegiance to him, the
slammed into houses and authorities
Saturday.including six children, as mudslides
undisputed boss of the Mafia fell into the hands of the authorities he had eluded for
evacuated families below a brimming reservoir.
24 years.
who have died since the first of a series
l'he deaths brought to 25 the number of people
who
men
the
was
of
the
go
will
Riina
"Toto"
Salvatore
that
hope
authorities
Now
ago. Dozens more remained missing in tLe city
g of storms struck Tijuana nearly two weeks
betrayed him,by turning pentito — the Italian word for repentant one — and coltaboratin
Diego.
San
from
immediately across the border
with the state.
some Tijuana streets Saturday, cutting
Water up to 3 feet deep flowed swiftly through
If he has the least intelligence, he must do it," national police Chief Vincenzo Parisi
vehicles, said city spokesman Gabriel
rugged
most
the
off some neighborhoods to all but
said at an Interior Ministry news conference Friday, hours after Riina's arrest. "He must
Rosas.
repent."
evacuate about 60 people living below
The threat of more rain prompted officials to
That may be a long-shot bet for the head of one of the world's wealthiest and bloodiest
said.
Rosas
.
Rodriguez Dam,southeast of the city,
criminal networks. Authorities implicate him in more than 50 murders, including the
raining hard. but it's constant,"
not
It's
raining.
"We have to take precautions. It's still
bombing deaths last year of two leading Mafia investigators who had become national
he said.
heroes.
boy — were killed shortly alter
Two children — a 6-year-old girl and a 20-month-old
Nine other people died in those attacks, which shocked the country.
wall, said Amado (lallardo. a
bedroom
3 a.m. when a mudslide crashed through their
Authorities said the attacks also prompted a new wave of pentiti, horrified at the killings
spokesman for the coroner's office.
and Riina's particularly bloody way of doing business. Their niodc1 was Tommase
their mother were killed
Four hours later, a 3-year-old girl, an 18-month-old boy and
Buscetta, a mob boss who began cooperating in 1984. He called Riina intelligent and
when a wall of mud smashed into their house.
ferocious.
In both cases, the mudslides struck in middle-class areas.
Two pentiti from Riina's mob clan provided the information that cracked the cover that
— an 11-year-old boy
Later Saturday,authorities found the bodies oftwo more children
had let Riina roam free for so long — as he climbed to power, married,even reportedly met
how
they died.
and a 4-year-old girl — and the boy's mother. It was unclear
now and then with his lawyer.
food, clothing,
distributed
Officials
shelters.
city
50
in
were
people
3.500
than
More
Riina's capture in Palemio,Sicily,represents a major boost to Italy's war against organized
drinking water and other necessities to flood-damaged neighborhoods, Rosas said.
crime, which controls billions of dollars in drug-running. extortion and similar endeavors.

Wor! Digest

•Natural disaster

Strongest earthquake In
a decade rips apart Japan
TOKYO(AP)— The strongest earthquake to hit
Japan in a decade shook the country's northern island
on Friday, killing two people. injuring 368, tearing
up roads and toppling power lines.
Aftershocks shook the area Saturday.
Friday's quake measured 7.5 on the Richter scale, the
Central Meteorogical Agency said — strong enough to
sway buildings in Tokyo,530 miles away.
At least nine small fires broke out and seven buildings
were badly damaged on the mountainous island of Hokkaido,police said. A landslide and damage tu three bridges and
seven sections of road were reported.
Hokkaido police said a 65-year-old man was killed
while trying to protect his handicapped wife from a falling
chandelier. Police said a 77-year-old woman also died
Saturday from inhaling gas leaking in her home in Kushiro.
No damage or injuries were reported at a low-level
radioactive waste storage center in Rokkasho near Aomori,
340 miles north of Tokyo. police said.
Television news showed sections of torn-up roads,damaged buildings, fallen telephone poles, and shattered store
windows throughout Hokkaido. Power was out in about
47,000 homes. Train delays were reported.
s
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•Iraq

*Colombia

Haitian army agrees to Iraq official guarantees Rescuers search for
survivors of volcano
help advance democracy safety of UN flights
searched
B AGIIDAI),Iraq(API — Iraq's depur) premier.
Tariz Aziz, said Saturday that Baghdad would guarantee the safety ofll.N,flights into his country if thev
don't pass ('Wet "no-fly" zones in Iraq.
Iraq had previously hacked down from its ban on the
U.N. flights but would not guarantee their safet).
A7i7 said Iraq wants to conform with U.N. demands at
heart of Baghdad's standoff with the West, but will
the
ber 1991.
to rcsist the "no-fly" zones imposed by allied
continue
The announcement followed a day-long meeting Saturnorth and south.
the
in
forces
day between U.N. special envoy Dante Caputo and army
the United States of distorting Baghdad's
accused
Aziz
and government leaders
a pretext for military action.
create
to
U.N source. speaking on condition of anonymity position
in the current confrontation is the noissue
main
'The
. said the agreement meant that the arms was
in
a Baghdad news conference. broadsaid
A717
70TIC,*.
accepting the establ;shrnent of a civilian observer force to fl N
News Network.
by
('able
cast worldwide
supers tsc the process toward democracy.
'of
'
would provide for the s3ft.1% of
Iraq
course'
said
He
The army also has agreed to the appointment of an in term
in Baghdad
after
inspectors
they
;:mve
N
I
.1-nntster. the source said

PORT-ALI-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The army
announced Sunday it has agreed to United Nationsbrokered negotiations to advance democracy in Haiti.
The army announcementon state television followed the
delivery of a letter from exiled President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide in which he implicity agreed to negotiate with coup
supporters for the first time since his overthrow in Septem-
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PAS'TO, Colombia (AP) -- Rescuers
the rim of a rumbling volcano Saturday for bodies
and survivors of an eruption that killed at least nine
people and kit up to eight missing.
Scientism conducting a UT.N.-suprzned study ofthe world's
volcanos weresthe Gaiens voicana.375 milessour:hot-Bogota.
when it erupted Thursday. At least three scientism were killed
Aftershocks continued today. Fearing another eruption.
rescuers stayed out of the crater but searched the rim of the
I 4,030-foot volcano.
Seven people were injured in the eruption. Conflicting
reports said from one to eight people were missing.
and
Two of the !mitred scientists. Andrew McFarlane
Miami.
in
MikeConw ay of Florida International I - niversity
were to be flow n to Miami toda\ .
ItS
Ns many as 17 scientists 'ere inside the crater or on
rim at the time of the emotion
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•Indictment

•Talk show

WIVIEB hosts new conservative radio show
By Scott W. St.(lair
Staff Writer
One ofthe main goals ofWMEB -91.9FM,
the campus radio station, is public service. To
help fulfill this goal a new radio show will be
starting up soon called —The Whole Truth."
The host oftheshow is student Dave Chandler with guest host, Agricultural Rource
Economics major Alvin Winslow.Their show
will be similar to Ethaa Stirtnling'sshow oflast
semester except they will be taking a more
conservative look at the issues. Stirmling's
show took a liberal stance on the issues.
"It certainly seems to be a change in direction from last semester,"Ryan McKinney said.
WMEB programming major.
The theme will be focused on speciality
papers that don't look at things objecti7ely.
Chandler refered to the Maine Peace Action
Committee's newsletter, as one of these papers. In fact they will be discussing this in their
first show which will air on Jan 21 at 8 p.m.
During the one hour show they will be
covering issues which are being discussed on David Chandler hosts The Whole Truth" on WMEB.(Kiesow photo.)
campus, in the student senate, or are concenlook at it, and really everything that has to do they're may be other talks shows as well.
trated on campus.
Another issue that concerns many students
At the top of the show Chandler and Win- with the issue. While still being professional
is the price and quality of their education here
slow will discuss an issue and then take phone about it and controversial at the same time.
"We're gonna take it, tear it apart, researth at the University of Maine. hi fact several
calls afterward. They will also be open to
it,and try to give a realistic look at what they're students surveyed said that this was a major
suggestions for topics.
concern to them and few said they mightcall an
"It's just a way to get the other views out," saying," Chandler said.
Some of the issues that will he brought up express their opinions about this topic.
Chandler said.
"The quality of the education at this school
"We don't like to suppress peoples' views at future shows will include Taco Bell and
has gone down and the price tag has gone up."
Ca,pus Living policies.
and opinions.- McKinney said.
McKinney mentioned that in the future Sarah Kershaw, a senior, said.
Chandler wants to take people's views,

Catch the

ACTION
Bea
PficipgraPher
for

The
Maine
Campus

Come down and fill out an application. Not
much experience necessary. These are paid
positions. Call Damon at 581-3059 or visit The
Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.
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Postmaster

indicted for
false vouchers
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — A woman
who spent two decades as the Athens postmaster faces arraignment this week on five
counts of filing false travel reimbursement
slips, according to federal authorities.
Marlene Roach,42, of Athens, was indicted by a federal grand jury Thursday. She
is charged with filing false vouchers for a
total of about $940 from November 1990 to
November 1991.
Roach has been on leave since last spring.
She faces maximum penalties of five
Nears in prison and a fine of $250.000. is
heduled to be arraigned on Friday,according to Assistant U.S. Attorney Elizabeth
Woodcock.

If you wrap
your head in
tape, remove
it carefully.

Open Seats
For General
Student Senate
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Gannett
Kennebec
Stodder
Student Senate has
moved to 153 Barrows
Hall. Meetings are at
6pm on Tuesdays.
If you want
information about
filling a vacancy,
call Diane Dostie at
x1775 or x1776.
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•The Maine Center for the Arts

Gospel group pleased and inspired MCA audience

"This music is really an expression for
they had recently moved to Maine from
By Sean Campbell
that our lives and society
Baltimore, Md.and were happy to hear this the gospel hope
Staff Writer
with justice.
kind of "soulful, alive'' music, which re- will be filled
has an incredible power
music
"Gospel
Vernon Jones and the minded them of home.
inspire people," she
Audience member Susan Maasch to unite people and
Vernon Jones Singers entertained 300 or more en- brought her 8-year-old daughter who sings said.
The concert took the place of a worship
thusiastic listeners with in an area choir." I think it's great,- Mahonoring King, which had been
their gospel music at the asch said during intermission. "It's excit- service
for the past two years in thc
annually
held
Maine Center for the Arts Saturday night. ing to be here and see this."
Morris said.
Union,
The two-hour show was part of Civil Memorial
The group sang such gospel standards
Vernon Jones, the
show
the
Before
as "Amazing Grace" and "Sign Me Up." Rights Awareness Month and honored the
discussed what
director,
group's musical
Their words and sound inspired most ofthe late Martin Luther King Jr.
good news
"It's
about.
all
is
University of Maine campus minister gospel music
audience to stand, clap, dance and sing
said.
he
Christ,"
of
Elizabeth Morris,who introduced the group of the coming
along.
"It's emotional. It's about how the Lord
During intermission audience members before their performance, said,"The civil
effective in your life," he said."We
Miki MacDonald and Myer Taskel said rights movement really began as a church- can be
express this through music."
they were enjoying the show Taskel said based movement"

His group, which is based in New Haven, Conn. has been together about 14
years and has performed in Chicago, New
York City, Washington D.C. and other cities around the nation.
Jones has won three Gospel Academy
Awards and the group has wive albums to
its credit including "All I Need Is A Touch"
and "He'll Take Away The Pain."
The group performed at the Camden
Opera House on Friday and participated in
various gospel workshops with school children in that area, Jones said.
Saturday's performance included a five
member band playing lead guitar, bass,
percussions and piano. The choir cow
prised four women and three men.

•Flooding
•Royal family
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Does Prince Charles
continue to be flooded
to be king of England?
LONDON(AP)—PrinceCharlesdoes
not want to be king.the Observer newspaper claimed Sunday. But the Sunday Telegraph said he wants to reign so badly he'll
be celibate to win public confidence.
The conflicting reports followed the
publication oftranscripts reportedly ofthe
44-year-old heir to Queen Elizabeth H
whispering sweet nothings over the telephone to a woman friend.
Bockingham Palace had no comment
on the reports. which both cited unidentified
"close friends" ofthe prince as theirsource.
The palace has not commented on the transcipts, released a month after Charles and
his wife. Princess Diana, separated.
The Observer said although Charles
"doesn't really want to be king" it does
not mean that he will immediately renounce his right to the throne.
But the Sunday Telegraph said Charles
will not have any relationships that could
jeopardize his position as heir."He is more
determined than ever to become king and
will make the sacrifice to ensure that," it

said.
The Sunday Telegraph said Charles's
alleged affair with his old flame Camilla
Parker Bowles had ended "some time"
before a taped intimate telephone conversation, allegedly between the two,became
known.
On Sunday two tabloids, the Sunday
Mirror and The People, published the full
transcript of the six-minute conversation.
The transcript, which reportedly captured Charles murmuring endearments to
Mrs. Parker Bowles. first appeared last
week in the Australian magazine New Idea.
The Observer said the prince and Mrs.
Parker Bowles,45,had a secret holiday in
Turkey together in May, and in June the
queen "went out of her way to give Mrs.
Parker Bowles a public embrace at the
Windsor Horse Show."
Charles and Mrs. Parker Bowles, who
have known each other about20 years,used
to date when both were single. She is the
wifeofBrig.Andrew Parker Bowles,52,the
British Army's chief veterinary officer.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rain pelted
already saturated Southern California on
Saturday,flooding homes and straining reservoirs as residents were urged to leave
areas along the Tijuana River in San Diego.
Just across the border in Tijuana. Mexico, mudslides and floodwaters killed six
children and two adults, bringing to 25 the
number of people killed in a series ofstorms
over the past two weeks.
In the low-lying town of Murietta, midway between Los Angeles and San Diego,
officials declared an emergency late Saturday, warning up to 5,000 people to leave
their homesafter M urietta Creek overflowed
its banks.
Several cars flipped when drivers tried to
go through flood waters, but only minor
injuries were reported,Mayor Fa)Tern Gary
Smith said.
In nearby Temecula, some residents
asked to be taken to higher ground because
of rising water,said Riverside County sheriff's Deputy Ray Alvarez.
"For years, it's been no water, and now
we have tons of water," Alvarez said. "It's

IS IT TIME IN YOUR LIFE FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
SPRING SEMESTER PROGRAMS

attheNewman Center?
Becoming Catholic
Preparation for the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation and/or
Eucharist Easter Vigil Liturgy Saturday, April 10,'938pm

Student Retreat

"Living One's Faith on a College Campus"— An overnight retreat with
students from the various Maine Colleges February 5-6 Notre Dame
Retreat Center, Alfred, ME

Marriage Preparation
For those planning to be married in the Roman Catholic Church sometime
in '93 and want to prepare here this Spring.

Confirmation
For Roman Catholics who have not yet received Confirmation
Sunday, April 18'93 6:15pm

NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

SIGN UP
(866-2155 Sr. Carole Jean or Fr. Frank Murray)
Your Roman Catholic Parish on Campus • 83 College Avenue

a mess."
Rain also drenched Arizona, which is
coping with some ofits worst flooding since
1983. Flash-flood warnings were issued for
several towns, and a bridge over the Gila
Riverjust west ofPhoenix was closed Saturday when river water started flowing over
the roadway.
Gov. Fife Symington has asked President Bush to declare Arizona a disaster area
after nearly two weeks ofrain that has flooded some homes along the Gila River up to
their roofs. Symington said damage from
the flooding is now estimated at$25 million.
Officials on both sides of the border
struggled to cope with runoff from the rain
that has pelted the usually dry region aline,
daily for the last 11 days.
Forecasts called for up to 2 more inches
ofrain by Sunday,with the storm continuing
through late Monday, said Stephen Ahn. a
National Weather Service meteorologist.
Los Angeles County lifeguards also
warned swimmers and surfers to stay out of
the water at beaches along 25 miles ofcoastline because of high bacteria levels from
street runoff.
The rainfall has filled reservoirs to the
brim in the Los Angeles area,and water was
being released Saturday for flood control,
prompting authorities to issue flood warnings along local channels.
In central California,the weather service
warned of possible flooding in the San Joaquin Valley, where many rivers were close
to overflowing.
"They have so much water even just a
little bit more could cause problems," said
John Plankinton, a weather service spokes-
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The Red Cross set up a shelter at a nearby
high school, although most of the residents
moved in with friends or relatives. There
were no injuries.

2Theciroom
}Condo
Furnished!
Located of 7 Colburn Drwe in walkin9 distance to campus
$695/month plus utfilities
Contact Jane Bishop of ?‘12-4•815
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•Sepik art

Reception held for new contemporary art exhibit
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Approximately 100 people, including
speakers President Hutchinson and a visiting ambassador-at-large, turned out Friday
at the Hudson Museum to view Sepik Art.
Nicolas Salgo,former U.S. ambassador
to Hungry, spoke at the opening reception
for the new Contemporary Art from the
Sepik River exhibit.
Salgo loaned half of his collection of
ethnographic artifacts from Papua New
Guinea to the Hudson Museum as part of a
60-piece exhibit which explores the production ofcontemporary art on the Sepik River.
The Sepik River is a 1,000 kilometerlong body of water that snakes through the
island of New Guinea. The western half of
the island is called Trian Jaya,on of Indonesia's 26 provinces. The eastern half of the

island is the independent nation of Papua
New Guinea, where the river runs its course
through the Thurnwald Mountains to the
Muik Lakes.
The an of the Sepik River people was
discovered in the late 1800s by European
explorers. Their demand for the art led to a
fierce competition resulting in the only genuine articles of art left being in the hands of
private collectors and museums.
Over the past 30 years, the Sepik people
have developed a thriving art industry to
respond to the continuing demands of tourists and de;lers.
Salgo established his collection ofthe an
on display from a visit to Papua New Guinea
in 1980.
"I think it is worthwhile," the ambassador said of the eAhibit,"and I am delighted
that it is here."
Pieces on exhibit include such items as

'large shields, bigger than what would haNe
been practical for battle but are exaggerated
for sale as art; large orator stools, which
once were part of debating ceremonies; a
crocodile statue; and much smaller items
such as storyboards and basket hooks.
The most prolific of the art producers
live along the middle of the Sepik Rivet.
Most of their ancestral art was produced in
connection with male cults thought vital to
the prosperity of the villages. They practiced taking heads,animal sacrifices and art
in order to connect with their ancestors,
rulers of the universe.
Much of the art is a reflection of their
beliefs and the environment. Items are predominantly carved from wood and decorated with feathers, shells and raffia fibers.
Many pieces look like people with faces that
are life-like and pleasing to look at. Other
pieces are intricately carved spears or prac-

tical items.
The exhibit's curator, Paul Roscoe, associate professor ofanthropology,alsospoke
at the reception.
Roscoe had traveled on the Sepik River
in 1991 gathering an and information. What
he also found was that in Papua New Guinea, the people follow American politics,
watch the same American TV shows that we
watch and have Mickey Mouse and the
Malbom Man.
"We do now live in a global village,"
Roscoe said.
Roscoe said that the flow ofcommunication and culture has brought American art to
the rest of the world but asked the audience
what was known about places like Papua
New Guinea.
"Clearly in this country we need to know
more about the other cultures of the world,"
Roscoe said.
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•Controversy

Madonna mimics Sinead O'Connor on Saturday Night Live

a

NEW YORK (AP) — Same set, same
exhortation: "Fight the real enemy!" But
this time it was Joey Buttafuoco, not the
pope, whose picture got shredded. And it
was Madonna,not Sinead O'Connor,doing
the shredding.
Madonna,appearing on "Saturday Night
Live" this weekend,belted out "Bad Girl"
from her "Erotica" album, then ripped up

an 8-by-10 of Buttafuoco as she echoed the
words that got O'Connor in so much hot
water.
Buttafuoco is the alleged lover of Amy
Fisher, the Long Island teen-ager who shot
Buttafuoco's wife. Three television movies
have been made about the case and Madonna's performance Saturday night appeared
to be intendec. in fun.

O'Connor appeared deadly serious when
she tore up a picture of Pope John Paul II
during the Oct. 3 episode of NBC's "Saturday night Live," shocking viewers and producers alike.
The Irish singer said she was protesting
Roman Catholic dogma.
Madonna,who has stirred controversies
of her own with her sexually suggestive

treatment of religious images in her music
videos and concerts, said at the time that
O'Connor's irreverence went too far.
"I think there's a better way to present
her ideas rather than ripping up an image
that means a lot to other people." Madonna
said at the height ofthe controversy,around
the same time that she released her book of
erotic fantasies, "Sex."
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•'Worlds of Wonder'
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Planetarium show is a close-up tour ofsolar
By Wendy Fox
Volunteer Writer
"Worlds of Wonder," a new show at the
University of Maine planetarium can be
seen Sundays at 2 p.m. until the end of
January.
"This show is a tour of the solar system
close-up," Planetarium Director Alan Davenport said.
He said the tour of the planets will be
shown in the form of individual slides and
special effects.
"The shdes are images taken of the planets by NASA space probes like the Voyager
and the Mariner," he said.
After the images are examined by NASA,
they are turned into pictures and slides and
then the slides can appear in magazines or
shows.

Some of the slides in the show seen at
UMaine are recent pictures of Neptune and
Venus, he said.
In addition to the tour of planets, there
will also be a short segment pointing out
constellations and a laser show at the very
end of the program.
Davenport said the concept of the show
is the audience on an imaginary space ship
touring thiough space.
"I developed the idea of the 'Worlds of
Wonder' program many moons ago," Davenport said.
Planetarium Assistant Prue Campbell
helped Davenport put the program together
after they were dissatisfied with a similar
version shown last year.
"We have taken the old show and have
completely revamped it with new slides and
a new soundtrack," she said.

"Worlds of Wonder" gradually evolved
from this older show as mo:e slides and new
ideas were collected by Davenport. Campbell and various other assistants.
Campbell said she now felt that the show
had a more polished look.
"We felt we could do better. Now we're
very happy with the current look and feel of
the show," she said.
The planetarium is often requested by
school groups for educational shows like
this, she said.
Due to the popularity of the topic and
being the first show of its kind in 1993 at
UMaine. Davenport said he expects to be
very busy.
The show itself lasts about an hour and
Davenport said he feels that it has a broad
enough range for children 8 years of age and
older.

"It was interesting even for a non-science person," Connie Howe of Bass Ifarboi

By I

Staf
saidHowe said her favorite part of the program was when Davenport showed a model
of the January sky and pointed out the constellations.
liked it because you can go outside and
see it for yourself," she said.
Kelly Worster,ajunior psychology major, said she was impressed with the presentation of each of the planets and their
moons.
"I found it interesting that although all
nine planets are in the same solar system,
they are very different," she said.
Davenport said to come early to the
shows because the seating is limited. The
first show was so successful it ran twice on
Jan. 17.
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•Capitalism

Russia slowly beginning to privatize big business
MOSCOW(AP)— About 500 government enterprises will be privatized next
month,but Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir
Shumeiko admitted Friday that privatization in Russia is going slowly.
Its success is considered crucial to the
reform policies and popularity of President
Boris Yeltsin
Russians are having trouble grasping the

concept of privatization, Shumeiko told a
news conference.
"For the people in the street it is a hard
deal because they cannot get accustomed to
it quickly enough," said Shumeiko, a iteformer whojoined the Cabinet under ousted
acting Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar
"Of all the enterprises on Russian territory, only 5 percent are privatized.'

SIGMA NU

USI-1
Monday, January 18

Rush Dinner 5:00

Tuesday, January 19

Broomball with Sorority
10:30

Wednesday, January 20

Casino with Prizes 6:00

Thursday, January 21

Sledding with Sorority 6:00
Buffalo Wings and Nachos

Located behind Dunn Hall
Any Questions? Call 581-4167.

He said Anatoly Chubais, the government's privatization chief, will give a
progress report next week.
The Russian government began distributing vouchers worth 10,000 rubles($22.62
at the current exchange rate)to every citizen
last October. Russians will be able to use
them to buy shares in companies being privatized.

Many ordinary Russians are skeptical
that strong, profitable companies will be
sold to the public. Squeezed by soaring
inflation, many have been selling their vouchers to speculators for less than face value.
Russian economic officials and Western
advisers announced Thursday that 14 regions %yid begin widescale privatization of
medium and large businesses next month.
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--fdeet fascinating people.

Do-exciting things.

._Make big _bucks.

See your name in this paper.

Eternal flame guaranteed.
Some of these promises are true - to find
out which ones, call
City Editor Kim Dineen at 581-1270 or
Volunteer Coordinator
Shannon Judd at 581-3061 to start your
staff or volunteer writing
career.

The Maine Campus:
'A good thing to do and the right
way to do it.
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•Handicapped accessibility
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UMaine system examines campus accessibility

I'arbor

By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
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Lynette McKissick is a junior social work
major at the University of Maine. She is also
legally blind.
Although McKissick is quick to remind
anyone that "legally blind does not mean completely blind," she does face many obstacles on
a daily basis at UMaine.
Numbers on classroom doors too small to
read,stairways in which it is difficult to differentiate the end ofone step and the beginning ofthe
next,and vague language by professors arejust
a few of those obstacles.
"A professor might say 'This goes here and
that goes there.' How do!know what am 'this'
and 'that' and where is There'r McKissick
said.
In order to eliminate many of the barriers
faced by McKissick and others with disabilities,
the University of Maine System is currently
involved in a self-evaluation process that is
examining accessibility on every campus in the
system.
The self-evaluation process stems from the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 which
extends federal civil rights protection in several
arras to those with disabilities. The ADA has
five titles which cover employment,public service and transportation. public accommodations, telecommunications, and miscellaneous
provisions.
Sally Dobres Spang. the ADA coordinator
in Augusta who oversees the entire self-evaluation processin thelIM system,said Title 2ofthe
ADA requires that all campusescomplete a selfevaluaton of the accessibility of all their programs, policies and practices.

"It is like an octopus with its tentacles reaching out toevery program and activity,"she said.
Spang said the process, which began in
mid-December, also includes an outlet that
enables members of the university community
as well as the public at large to register their
input. This outlet is an "800" toll-free telephole number.
The university system chartered a 24-hour
answering service in which operatc.s talk with
callers about information and ideas pertaining to
accessibility, she said. The service utilizes a
technology lutown as TDD—Telephone Device for the Deaf—so that those with hearing or
speech impairments are not excluded from registering views.
The800number wasestablished to help the
system set up a direct pipeline that invites the
public to participate in the self-evaluation process." she said.
Spang emphasized that the number is meant
as a"one-time crash effort"toelicit information
and thatthem are always many channels open to
students and their views on the individual campuses.
One of these channels, she said, is through
the ADA coordinators on each -ampus who are
conducting the individual self-evaluation processes.
Sue Ostler, director of equal opportunity. is
serving asthe coordinatoron theOronocampus.
Estler said most of the complaints she hears
from students concern the scarcity of signs that
communicate what areas are accessible, mobility during the winter, handicapped parking,and
attitudes.
'Probably the biggest barrier that people
mixa t is anitudes. For the most part we're
hearing positive things, but occasionally we'll

get a student with a disability who talks to
professor and their disability is dismissed," Esder said.
Many attitudes have changed however,she
said, and there has been a heightened sense of
awareness of and interest in accessibility problems as a direct result of the ADA in 1990.
"It has been described as the mostimportant
piece of civil rights legislation since the Civil
Rights Act of 1964," she said.
Ofthe changes that have already been made
to accommodate those with disabilities, Ostler
said most are very inexpensive. One of the few
changes in which money becomes a factor is
when elevators are installed, which on the average one is done a year.
Tom Cole, director of facilities management,said the cost of putting in an elevator may
range from $90,000 to well above $200,000
depending on the building.
Cole said about 61 permne of the changes
required under the ADA cost nextto nothing and
that during a time of widespread budget cuts,
these changes will be concentrated on the most
Ile ultimate goal, he said, is to become
completely accessible and that projects such as
the new business building, which will be the
mostadvanced building on campusin its access,
are testament to this goal.
Ostler said presently about 31 buildings on
campus are fully accessible, 18 are fist floor
accessible and 2 are only partially accPssible.
"We have biggerchallenges than mostofthe
other campuses in the system, we've got a
campus that was physically designed and built
between the rum ofthe century and the 1940s. At
that time there was simply no sensitivity to
issues of access," Estler said.
During the self-evaluation poems,she said,

a team will be touring the buildings on campus
assessing the degree to which each is accessible.
Elder also said that a barrier free access
committee has been formed as part of the process to determine "where we are and where do
we need to go."
Ann Smith, counselorkoordinator of services for students with disabilities is the chair of
that 24-member committee.
Smith said the committee members facilitate in-depth surveys with every department and
activity on campus totake stock ofand weed out
any barriers to access that may exist.
'The niece we educate individuals on campus, staff and faculty,I'm hoping that the more
willing those people will be to helpstudents with
disabilities and their concerns," Smith said.
The increase in awareness on college campuses goes hand-in-hand with the number of
students with disabilities who attend these institutions, she said.
Last year, Smith worked with 175 students
with disabilities and said there are many more
who attend UMaine that choose not to disclose
their disability and are not required to do so.
Many students make the necessary accommodations for themselves,she said.
"As we make colleges more accessible than
we will continue to see more students with
disabilities," Smith said.
Mostofthose involved in the self-evaluation
process say that accessibility is still a big problem at UMaine and many changes will have to
be made in the future
"I think we've made incredible strides, but I
think we've got a long way to go," Ostler said.
Those wishing to express their views on
accessibility for people with disabilities may call
144)0-329-8413.

Come and Save.
YSARTS
TRAVEL STOP
ORONO, ME
1$
I
I
I
I
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OFF all deli items 1
with this coupon I
expires 1/24
2 YSARTS

1

i I
II

I
J

For example our steak and cheese
sandwich regularly $2.99 is $1.99
with this coupon.

I

OFF per gallon
with this coupon I
expires 1/24
YSARTS

jI

With this coupon you can get the
least expensive gas in the area!

Homemade breads
and pies from Dysarts
Truckstop brought in
fresh everyday.

At Exit 52 in front of Black Bear Inn across from Burger King in Orono.
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Custodians
Cole said that probably restrooms,classrooms, the Memorial Union and the computer clusters would be the top priorities.
Mason also said that student areas would
be the custodians' priorities. "Offices and
administrative buildings will be the last priority. This will probably upset some administrators, but we're here for the students."
Charles Rauch, vice president for business and finance,estimated that the maintenance of buildings and the grounds has
increased $140,000over the last six months.
The lack of preventative maintenance
was the reason for the increase, he said. "If
you don't keep up with preventative maintenance by making regular checks and repairs
then you get into crisis management which
increases costs," Rauch said.
Since custodians are the first line of
defense against repairs, because they make
routine checks and notice trouble areas first,
Rauch admitted that the crisis management
situation will probably get worse.

from page 1
"We've got to balance the budget,"Rauch
said."I think our biggest failure was waiting
too long and trying to operate so we wouldn't
have to lay people off and thinking that we
could make cuts without lay-offs."
Those laid offare subject tocall-back,but
that isn't expected to happen since UMaine
faces an even bigger budget cut from state
government for the next biennium.
Mason said that he was proud of the
custodians. "The staff is to be commended
for their hard work.The morale among them
has been high through the cuts," Mason said.
"It's a shame that the service in the buildings
will decline now."
Morale among the custodial staff took a
major blow after the lay-offs were announced. "The vice presidents care about
academics only as long as classes are being
taught.They don't care about how the buildings look, so we get hacked," said Tim
Dubuis, a custodian who is being laid off.
Dubuis has worked for Facilities Manage-

ment since 1981.
"They cut sports which is the biggest
money maker here and then they cut us.
What's going to happen to recruitment of
students? What are parents going to think
when they bring their kids up here and see
dirty buildings?" Dubuis said.
Custodians weren't the only ones to be
outraged at the announcementofthe lay-offs.
Rep. Ralph Coffman(D—Old Town)plans to
submit a bill on Tuesday as an emergency
measure to save the 30 positions.
"I was a student in 1990 when the first
cut backs started and it was the work-study
students and the real workers who were hurt.
It always starts at the bottom rung with the
people who are really working," Coffman
said. "I was appalled then and I'm appalled
now.
"It's ironic that we have a president
there who bemoans that buildings are falling
apart on campus and then more buildings are
being built, and then we cut back janitors

who are a part of maintenance. There's
no
long range plan here. .. . It's time for the
workers and the students to stop paying
for
the administrators' mistakes," he said.
"This(the lay-offs) is a quick fix. Without regular maintenance,the university will
start falling apart at the seams," Mason said.
"It's devastating. I've been here for 12
years, and now this," said Greg Don,who's
worked as a custodian at UMaine since
1982."This place is going to go to hell fast
and the students don't deserve that. You
guys pay enough and you deserve better."
"Facilities Management gets nailed every time," Don said."You've got administrators here making $80,000 to $90,000 a
year. Instead of cutting some of them, they
cut the little guy who makes $17,000."
Cole said that according to the custodians'contract,they must be given at least two
weeks notice for termination. He also said
that those terminated would be receiving a
few weeks of severance pay.

Civil rights
from page 1
This year's program looks at the civil
rights,the South African struggle, women's
issues and other social problems.Carter said
this year's series is particularly exciting
because it has attracted people who are
regarded highly at a national level. She also
said the program ties in a range of perspectives which help people become aware that
civil rights is a human issue.
"I think we see state of the an presentations here at UMaine. I think we're at the
cutting edge and that's where we ant to stay.
Wherever a University of Maine student

goes. they are not isolated,- Daly said.
The series is funded by more than 40
university organizations and departments.
Fundraising must be done ahead for the
corning fiscal year.
"The programs cannot happen unless the
university pulls together its funds," Daly
said."We have to work within the academic
calendar."
Civil Rights Awareness Month began on
Saturday, Jan. 16 with the Vernon Jones
Gospel Music Concert Two films were presented Sunday night:"Romero,- the story of

Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero who
was assassinated in 1980 and "South Central," a story focused on Los Angeles gangs.
Tonight, Gloria Steinem, a co-founder of
Ms. magazine and a feminist leader,will speak
at 8 p.m. at the Maine Center for the Arts. The
"Looking at History as ifEveryone Mattered,"
presentation is open and free to the public.
The Women in Curriculum luncheon
Tuesday at noon in the BangorLounge in the
Union will pay hibute to Audre Lorde.Lorde,
a black lesbian poet and self-proclaimed
"woman warrior," died Nov. 17, 1992 after
a 14-year struggle with cancer.
"Sarafina,"a film starring Whoopi Gold-

berg as a black teacher in South Africa
struggling to educate htr students during
Apartheid, will be shown Thursday,Jan. 21
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
On Saturday,Jan.23, musicians Cassleherry and Dupree will play at Hauck at 8 p.m. The
two black women mix the musical style of
African gospel music,country,pop and reggae.
Thursday Jan. 28 will feature musician
Taj Mahal in concert at 8 p.m. in Hauck. He
performs African American roots music
described as "soulful and energetic."
Bill Cosby,nationally known comedian.
will make an appearance at Alfond Sports
Arena Jan. 29 at 8 p.m.

MAINE OUTING CLU,B.
Alpine Ski Tuning
Demonstration
This Wednesday Night at 7:30 p.m.
in the Memorial Union
MAINE OUTING CLUB Meetings
are every Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m.
in the Memorial Union.
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•Tampering

Diamond admits staff failed to protect ballots

AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— Secretary of
State William Diamond concedes that he
and his staff"let our guard down" by failing
to do more to protect ballots frowi alleged
tampering during legislative recounts.
Diamond said his office did not do more
to ensure security because no one thought
that the kind of activity now alleged in an
ongoing state-federal investigation was a
serious possibility.
"We let our guard down. We're conditioned that the Maine way is clean and honest. Who would have thought this would
have happened in Maine? I wouldn't," said
Diamond, who is considered a likely gubernatorial candidate in 1994.
The secretary of state is one of several
prominent Democrats who finds themselves
under a political microscope in the wake of
an alleged Dec. 11 break-in at a room in the
State Office Building where ballots from
seven House districts were being stored pending recounts.
House Speaker John L. Martin is under
scrutiny because his suspended executive
assistant, Kenneth Allen, is said to be one of
two suspects in an ongoing investigation by
state Attorney General Michael Carpenter
and U.S. Attorney Richard Cohen.
Republicans have suggested that Allen
and Michael Flood,a former legislative committee clerk who was working with Allen

and other officials in the recounts, stuffed
ballot boxes to favor Democratic candidates
in at least three races.
Carpenter, too, has been in the spotlight
as Republicans have questioned how thoroughly a Democratic attorney general elected by the Democratic majority in the Legislature will investigate other Democrats.
Carpenter said Sunday that he and Cohen will confer again Wednesday, and that
there was"a possibility" they would decide
then whether to add two more House races
identified by GOP legislative leaders to the
three now under close scrutiny.
Carpenter reiterated that he hopes to
wind up the investigation by the end of the
month.
No one in Diamond's office is suspected
of criminal activity, but observers note that
his handling of the recounts could damage
him politically if voters suspect incompetence. Diamond recently appointed a task
force to recommend review state election
laws, and has called attention to his own
performance by writing letters to newspaper
defending his actions.
One area that has been questioned is why
the ballots were stored in a legislative committee room without changing the locks or at
least determining who had keys to the room.
Diamond said his office was "led to
believe" there were only three keys to the

office where the ballots were stored. A member of his staff was given one key to the room
prior to the recounts, and Diamond said his
elections chief, Gary Cooper, made a "reasonable assumption" the other keys were
held by capitol security and the legislative
office that controls the keys.
But Teen Griffin, the legislative official
whose office provided the key, said Friday
that no one from the secretary of state's
office asked how many keys there were or
who had them.
"I would have said I had no idea," she
said.
Records kept by the superintendent of
state buildings list more than 30 keys in
circulation,and Griffin said she would "venture a guess that there are no accut ate
records" on the number of keys to the ballot
room or their whereabouts.
Questions also have been raised about
how Cooper and one of his subordinates,
Tony Noonan,responded when Noonan first
became suspicious on Dec. 11 that someone
had entered the room without authorization.
Capitol police said they were not contacted until about 5 p.m., 90 minutes after
Noonan became suspicious, and the locked
room was left unattended from tune to time
during the interim despite the possibility of
illegal activity.
Diamond insists Noonan and Cooper

Sigma Kappa
tional Consultantfor Sigma Kappa. However, she insists that there were other reasons
behind the decision.
"Numbers is always a factor, but we also
want to look at the best interests ofthe Greek
system. We don't want to adversely affect
the system by drawing from other organizations," said Mikkelson.
Junior Stacey Stump was a member of
the colony at 11:v1ai ne.She understands some
of the reasons why the colony was folded,
but is still hurt and angry about the way it
was handled
"I'm upset that they never warned us this
could happen, that we would not become
sisters if there weren't enough people,"
Stump said.
"We were all very surprised," sopho-

acted properly.
When Noonan notified Cooper of his
suspicions, the two men inspected Room
122. Cooper then tried unsuccessfully to
contact Carpenter and Deputy Attorney
General H. Cabanne Howard before calling
Diamond at home.
Diamond says Noonan only found subtle
reasons for suspicion,including the smell of
cigarette smoke in a room where smoking is
prohibited. There was no sign of forced
entry.
"There was no obvious break-in." Diamond said. "Nothing was disheveled in the
room."
Diamond and Cooper founded a weekly
newspaper in Windham last June, but Diamond insisted his business relationship with
Cooper would not prevent him from punishing Cooper ifthe facts warranted such action.
"I think he acted very properly and appropriately," Diamond said. "No matter
who it is within my jurisdiction, I wouldn't
hesitate for a moment to take appropriate
action."
Since the episode, Diamond has had a
vault-like room constructed for storage of
ballots in the future in the basement of the
State Office Building.
"I think it's conditioned me and it will
condition my staff to be very, very cautious," Diamond said.
from page 1

more Kathryn Dingley said. "Before vacation they gave us a definite date for the
initiation, and a lot of us had made plans for
it. Then we got back from break and they
told us there wasn't going to be one."
According to Stump, the pledges were
told that they should have 25 members to be
initiated in February. They met this requirement when the colony was first formed at
the beginning of last semester. but membership had been declining since, the colony
had I 3 pledges as oflast Monday.However,
Stump and the other remaining members
never realized that the colony could be folded due to the numbers.
"They encouraged us all to go right out
and buy sweatshirts and jewelry - now we
aren't allowed to wear them," Stump said.

"I was very disappointed," said freshman Megan Bard, also a former pledge of
Sigma Kappa."We put in a lot of time and
hard work, but I'd rather they folded it now
than waited until May or next year and said
'Well, this isn't going to work.—
The former Sigma Kappa pledges are
being encouraged to look at other sororities
ifthey choose to. But for many of the pledges. the draw to the Greeks was the newness
of Sigma Kappa.
"I was interested in Sigma Kappa because it was just starting and it gave me an
opportunity to form the way things were
run," said Dingley, who is not planning to
look at another sorority, at least not this
semester.
Bard also said that she is not looking at

any others this year. She was attracted to
Sigma Kappa because her mother was a
sister, and said that she would never have
considered another sorority before. However, she says until the end that pledging
was a good experience that gave her a
more positive outlook on the entire Greek
system.
"It was a positive experience, and it was
great to meet a lot of new people that I never
would have met otherwise." she said.
Mikkelson said Sigma Kappa will continue to support the Greek system, but they
just don't feel there is enough interest for a
chapter at UMaine.
"It was in the best interest of the Panhellanic Council and for the women." Mikkelson said.

It's a sad, grey day when those with such hubris as to undertake something a little over their heads feel so little
obligation to those committed to that they can say "Well it's getting damn late, and I just... well, I just don't... well, anyway, you see, I
didn't think
that it was so importailt that you really meant it did you? You're not mad, are your It's probably an even sadder day vt. hen things start to appear a little
funny and
ieughable simply because so many things have (pulp *tor °oft and sn many expe(tations have been disappointed that you stairt to h spe that they don't
molt, ‘n muds •ny more bes:ituse you simply dee e htt,e the e•me

Try it next Fall!
Contact: Gail Yvon
Canada Year Coordinator
Canadian-American Center,
154 College Ave., Orono, ME 04473
207-581-4225

leIGInitd•a
The World Next Door

Here is the first reason why you should apply soon for a 1993-1994 Study Away Opportunity in Canada

5

Your financial aid will travel with you to Canadian university programs in English or French.
Februay 8th deadline for some programs!
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gay protection amendment

Diets may be a health Opposition to Colorado
amendment regroups
risk to the heart
MONTEREY,Calif.(AP)-- Middleaged men who kept their weight steady —
even if they were overweight — had lower
heart attack risks than men whose weight
cycled up and down, a study shows.
The study is the latest of several reports
that suggest that "yo-yo dieting" — repeatedly losing and gaining weight — is
riskier than keeping weightsteady,researchers said Saturday.
The results led to the controversial suggestion at an American Heart Association
meeting that people should stop trying to
reach an ideal weight and simply lose whatever they can realistically keep off.
"I propose that smaller but well maintained weight losses will be a more beneficial
factor ... than larger but poorly maintained
weight losses," said Kelly D. Brownell of
Yale University,a leading obesity researcher.
"It's really quite a new concept,"
Brownell said."It goes against the medical
orthodoxy which says you're either at the
ideal weight or you're not."
Brownell's suggestion was warmly received at the American Heart Association's
conference on heart disease prevention.
"It's sort offacing reality," said Dr. W.
Virgil Brown,past president of the American Heart Association.
"We have been culprits in the case he's
making,setting unrealistic goals for every-

body," Brown said.
The heart association has no specific
recommendation for ideal weights, but it
has informally recommended weight targets that may be unattainable for many
people, Brown said.
The latest study on yo-yo dieting was
discussed by Steven N.Blair ofthe Institute
for Aerobics Research in Dallas.
He analyzed data on 12,866 men in the
federal government's MRFIT study, conducted in the 1970s and 1980s.
Many of the men were overweight,
smoked cigarettes and had high blood pressure, all of which put them at high risk of
heart attacks.
Blair found that men whose weight remained constant over a period ofsix orseven
years had the lowest heart dice-3w risks.
Men whose weight went up and down
in yo-yo fashion or who gained weight had
higher risks. Blair found.
Surprisingly, men who lost weight also
had higher risks than men whose weight
held steady, Blair said.
"I don't know why that is," Blair said
"That's the way it turned out."
That should not be used as an excuse for
people to avoid losing weight,he said. Obesity is a widely recognized risk for heart
disease,and reducing weightcan lower blood
pressure and blood fat levels, he said.

DENVER (AP) — A judge's ruling
blocking Colorado's anti-gay protection
amendment until constitutional questions
are settled won't slow a nationwide boycott
effort or keep the measure's supporters from
fighting back.
"This is not a victory. 'This is a BandAid," said Jan Williams, spokesman foi
Boycott Colorado, a group urging tourists
and conventioneers to stay away until
Amendment 2 is repealed.
Williams said Denver r)istrict Judge Jeffrey Bayless' decision on Friday "will not
erase the tarnish on the state of Colorado."
Backers of the measure approved by
voters in November said Bayless' remarks
that Amendment 2 may be unconstitutional
didn't bother them much. Many expected a
thorny legal fight.
Supporters promised to continue a nationwide battle to prevent homosexualsfrom
winning "special rights." About a dozen
states are considering similar laws.
"Other states have to realize this doesn't
make everything come to a halt," said Kevin
Tebedo, co-founder of Colorado for Family
Values,the Colorado Springs-based organization that wrote the constitutional amendment.
"That's why it's important for them lc)

see that we,the founders, are not downtrodden and long-faced," he said. This is an
opportunity."
Amendment2 would repeal laws in Den
ver, Aspen and Boulder that protected homosexualsfrom discrimination injobs,housing and public accommodations.It also bars
any similar state or local laws.
Eight homosexuals, a heterosexual with
AIDS and the three cities filed the lawsuit
challenging the measure's constitutionality
and had asked for the preliminary junction
blocking the measure from taking effect
until their case can be heard.
To grant the injunction, Bayless had to
determine that the plaintiffs were likely to
win the case during a trial, would be irreparably injured if the measure became law and
had no other legal recourse. The answer to
those questions, he said, was yes.
Bayless ruled it could not be implemented until the lawsuit is decided, which is not
expected before next fall.
Gov. Roy Romer said the state, which is
defending the amendment, would appeal.
Richard Evans, one of the nine people
who challenged the law, said Bayless' ruling "shows me that civil rights is ever
xpanding toward gays and lesbians."

Happy, happy. Joy,joy.

We are looking
fora
people person.
Is it you?

PEN RUS

Tuesday, 19th 5pm
Dinner 52, Billiards Tournament
Meet the Brotherhood and play some pool.

Come and see the Difference
581-4180 117 College Ave.

The Maine Campus
needs an ad receptionist,
someone who can handle the
responsibilities of answering a
phone and organizing the stuff
that comes with advertising. This
people person should have computer experience and self
motivation. Most importantly,
as a people person, wondrous
communication skills would
be nice. Apply. Smile a lot.
Be friendly. You will be full
of joy to know you are part
of such a fun group of people.
The advertising department
is looking forward to meeting you.
Come and show us your smiley face
to fill out an application,
and/or call 581-1273.
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Clinton begins journey to the White House

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) -- Bill
Clinton on Saturday proclaimed himself
"ready to go" on an inaugural journey to
the nation's capital and five days of festivities culminating in his swearing-in Wednesday as the nation's 42nd president.
As Atkansans prepared a home-state
sendofffor their former governor,inaugural
workers in Washington set up booths and
finalized plans for the first of the inaugural
activities -- a huge public folk festival that
opens Sunday on the Mall.
Clinton bade wistful farewell to friends
and neighbors Saturday, then embarked on
a journey that will culminate in his inauguration as the nation's 42nd president."I ask
you to pray for us," he said. "I ask you to
pull for us."
"It's time for us to go," the 46-year-old
president-elect told several thousand people
squeezed into an airport hangar for a send-off
that had all the earmarks ofa campaign rally.

""The road ahead is difficult," said the
man who soon will inherit responsibility for
managing the economy and grappling with
world trouble spots such as Iraq, Somalia
and the former Yugoslavia. Still, he said,"I
am confident that together we will do this
work."
The president-elect spent most ofthe day
packing and atter.ding to last-minute details.
"They're doing great," he said of his movers during a picture-taking session in the
governor's mansion.
Clinton takes on the presidency at a time
of tension both at home and abroad. And,
while he promised to focus like a "laser
beam" on the nation's economy, problems
in Iraq, Bosnia and Somalia threaten to
divert his attention.
"A lot of the problems are really more
on us," Clinton said in an interview with
U.S. News and World Report.
On Saturday, though, the problem was

packing.
A nearly full moving van was parked
outside the Arkansas governor's mansion,
home to the Clintons for 12 of the past 14
years. Clinton resigned as governor Dec. 12
but was permitted to remain in the mansion.
One box being loaded on the van was
marked "Clinton hats." Another said "BC
Suits. Room 219 White House." Another
wardrobe box said "Chelsea Bedroom. Do
Not crush."
Asked if he lamented leaving, the president-elect said, "No. I've worked through
that. I'm ready to go now, actually eager."
As the movers finished up,Clinton took
time out for a jog. Scrambling down the
bank of the nearby Arkansas River, he set
Chelesa's pet frog free. "She decided to
leave it here where it can live a normal life,"
the president-elect said.
Clinton, press secretary Dee Dee Myers
said,has been making a lot ofprogress on his

inaugural address. She said he has been
sketching it out over the past few days in
longhand on legal pads.
The family's departure from Arkansas
— where Clinton has spent almost all of his
life -- was being honored by a public rally
in a Little Rock airport hangar.
Meanwhile,in Washington,hundreds of
tourists peaked into tents being set up for the
folk festival, as vendors from around the
country set up their stalls.
"It's like a warm day in spring," a
souvenir vendor near the Washington Monument said in the January chill. "We've got
much bigger crowds than usual."
On Sunday,Clinton and Vice Presidentelect Al Gore will take their last bus tour
before assuming office — from Thomas
Jefferson's Monticello in Charlottesville to
Washington, D.C., roughly retracing the
path Jefferson followed through the Virginia countryside for the inauguration of 1801.

•State Board of Education

•InaugUration

Mainers travel to D.C. McKernan nominates
for celebration
Education Board
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)— For Augusta lobbyist Severin Beliveau, it will
mean being wined and dined by the president-elect. For Rodney Richard of Rangeley,it's a chance to show off his logging
and woodcarving skills before a national
audience. For Lydia Butler,it's an expensive but exciting alternati ve to sitting at
home in Portland and watching daytime
TV shows.
With varying expectations, more than
1,000 Mainers are expected to attend the
festivities leading up to Bill Clinton's
inauguration as the 42nd president on
Wednesday.
"This is a big thrill for me," said
Butler,a former Clinton campaign volunteer who is traveling by bus and staying at
an inexpensive hotel on the outskirts of
Washington in hope ofkeeping the cost of
the trip below $300.
"This is the most historic event in 25
years. To be part of it is exhilarating," said
Victoria Murphy,aPortland marketing con-

sultant who with Beliveau plans to be among
the guests at a dinner honoring Clinton's
staunchest supporters and fund-raisers.
Gov. John R. McKeman, a Republican who led President Bush's campaign
last fall, plans to attend a luncheon for
governor at the Library ofCongress where
Clinton will be the host.
Some ofthe party faithful from Maine
said they plan to attend the presidential
gala on Tuesday night that will feature
well-known performersincluding Michael Jackson, Bill Cosby and Elton John.
Ticket prices ranged from $100to$
"We want to star-gaze," said Harold
Pachios of Cape Elizabeth. who bought a
pairof$100tickets for himselfand his wife.
The inauguration itself "will be the
moment we can finally say, 'we've
achieved our goal. We're finally back in
charge,"said state Treasurer Samuel Shapiro, who was one of Maine's four presidential electors and one of Clinton's earliest supporters in the state.

AUGUSTA.Maine(AP)— A retired educator, a local selectman and an editor of the
Farmer's Almanac have been nominated by
Gov. John R. McKeman to serve on the state
Board of Education.
McKernan hasalso proposed Marjorie Medd
of Paris, the current board chairwoman, for
reappointment.
The nominations are subjectto review by the
Legislature's Education Committee and Senate
confirmation.
The nominees who would be joining the
nine-member board for the first time are Carol
StewartofPresque Isle,Peter Geiger ofLewiston and Jack McKee of Kingfield.
Stewart.66,is a retired teacher and guidance
counselor. She serves as chairwoman of the
Turner Memorial Library board in Presque Isle
and on the board of the Aroostook Mental
Health Center in Caribou.
Ifconfirmed to the state education panel,she
would replace Della Shaw of Limestone, who
did not seek reappointment
Geiger, 41, is vice president of sales at
Geiger Brothers,a farnill -owned business that

submit to
Spoons/vie
-

on Traditional Groups

Our new magazine, Spoonstyle. will be
exploring ways that humans communicatt•
through various forms of art.

35+ Singles Club - (Student, Faculty, Staff) - Meets in the
Peabody Lounge, 3rd Floor, Memorial Union on Friday's from
5-7pm. Come join us!
Single Parent Support Group - Interested parents will meet
weekly. Call to set up a time and day.
Non-Traditional Students Club - Will meet Mondays 34pm in the Nutter Lounge starting January 18th. Meet
for coffee and discussion. Programs will develop from
your suggestions. It's NEW...we can make it work!
Join Us!!!
Call Mary Doherty, 581-1821, Commuter
Services, for more information on these groups.

makes speciality advertising and promotional
products, and co-editor of the Farmer's Almanac with hisfather.Healsoisthedeveloperofthc
nationally recognized Adopt-a-School program
promoting business involvement in education.
Geiger would replace Jane Amero of Cape
Elizabeth,who was elected to the Senate,on the
board.
McKee, 68, is a government relations
consultant and writer who serves as a local
selectman in Kingfield. He also is a member
of the Maine Municipal Association's legislative policy committee and represents the
association of the gcvernor's task force on
education funding.
He would complete the unexpired term of
education board member Wendell Eaton of
Bangor, who resigned, into August 1994. Full
terms are five years.
Medd, 50, formerly taught college-level
physical education and served on the SAD 17
Oxford Hills School Board. She serves on the
governor's school funding task force and the
governor's council for jobs for Maine's graduates and council on physical fitness and spoils.

Send us your:
• short stories
• photographs
• drawings
• cartoons

• poems
recipes
• music
• any other kind of art
• food

Submissions can be sent to or dropped off at:
. Spoonstyle
English Dept. ..
Art Dept. '
The Rams Horn
P:O. Box 574
Orono. ME
04473,
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Bonnie Satterfield

Feminism is an ideology some women and men are uncomfortable subscribing to. Many people who agree or are concerned with
issues packaged in the word "feminism"are simply confused by the
word itself.
Calling oneself a "feminist" may be hard for some. The tide
often stirs up a stereotypical image ofa militant female who seeks revenge on all males
for the belittling of women throughout history and current times.
A feminist is a person who believes in equal opportunity for people without se4
discrimination. Not all feminists are women. Many men believe women have been
unfairly treated and their contributions to society, notjust on a domestic level, have too
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Not all feminist women are disinterested in or dislike men. A strong belief in
feminism may not have any effecton one's personal relationships or sexual preference.
Not all feminist women are physically unattractive.True,mostfemale feminists are •King's birthday
concerned more about internal images than physical presentation and want to be
recognized for wit rather than beauty. You cannotjudge whether or not a woman is a
feminist by the amount of make-up she may wear.
Not all male feminists are weak or insecure about their individual identities.Strongwilled,"masculine" men can believe in and fight for women's rights and other social
Today marks the observance of the be thankful for and remember have been
causes. Being a feminist means you are concerned for humanity. No one should be
Rev. Martin Luther King's birthday. It lost in the shuffle of daily life.
overlooked because of their sex.
should be day of celebration and rememThis past holiday season isjust a furIt is time for all ofus to re-evaluate feminism and the womens' movement. How far
brance.
ther example of the degeneration of the
have women really come?
Affirmative action may be a quick solution to help bring more women into
Yet,classes are in session at the Uni- values we once held as a society. Stores
professional and political arenas. It is not a proper tool when it discriminates against versity ofMaine.Departments and offices were
open right up until the last minute
the most qualified or is used simply to satisfy quotas or requirements.
are open as well are local stores and busi- Christmas Eve and even some were open
Sexual discrimination and harassment has been brought to public attention but our
on Christmas.The same held true for New
federal government failed the test, it was brushed back under the congressional nesses.
Dr. King dedicated and lost his life in Year's Eve. It was business as usual,just
doormat for the time being.
Women still do not have equal opportunity or recognition in this nation's military an effort to improve the lives of others. delayed an houror two,for many stores on
and often are exposed to behavior from male members which no member of the human What kind ofobservance are we
giving to New Year's Day.
race deserves.
this man from whose struggles we enjoy
Is nothing held sacred anymore? Are
In a country populated by more women than men,we are represented by a majority
the
benefits?
American
s so caught up in the drudge of
of men. Democracy is founded on the idea of equal representation. Why should a
Here
at
Maine's
own higher institu- life or the grubbing for an economic recovminority(white males)be making all the decisions which affect every aspect of daily
life for the majority of the people in the United States?
tion oflearning,where people are suppose ery that we can't spare a few days away
It is mostly men who are making decisions about how women should treat their own to be more aware and enlighten
ed, we from the grind to observe special holidays?
bodies and what medical attention can be covered by insurance. Women can no longer
don't take a day to rally or rejoice.
Later this week we will be celebrating
be passive in the political process, there is too much at stake.
Merchant
s
don't
close
shop
for
one
the inauguration of a new president and
Some has changed,there has been progress but not enough.There is much work to
be done for feminism and its parent, humanism (equality for all humans regardless of day toenjoy the civilfreedom and equality hopefully the coming of a new era. Why
sex or sexual preference,race,religion, physical or mental ability). No matter who or for which Dr. King died to ensure.
not take today to remember and observe
how old you are, you need to become educated and aware of people around you.
It is not just today, however, that the the past and honor a man whose efforts
Life is created through equal reproductive contribution of women and men.
spiritofcapitalism hasdominated overthe helped bring about these changes we so
Shouldn't life be equal for both?

Take the time to remember

human spirit, that all the things we should

B.J.S. thanks herfeminist motherfor an enlightening upbringing.
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Life is not a cartoon
A letter to the editor recently received
by Me Maine Campus stated the newspaper "is always looking at the negatives of
certain organizations."
It is unfortunate when negative things
happen.It is also unfortunate people seem
to be more interested in the bad news
rather than the good. On average, people
are more interested in the news which is
about a fire, death, accident, arrest or a
fraternity being shut down. Stories about
how much a sorority made for a charitable
cause are often unread.
A newspaper'sresponsibility isto print
the news. Is this newspaper supposed to
ignore when unfortunate things occur and
print only the warm,fuzzy, happy news?
When there is a reported rape on cam-
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pus,if the story is not covered, The Campus is criticized for missing the story. If
something happens which paints a campus organization in a negative light, is it
our job to close our eyes and hope it
doesn't happen again?
Budget cuts are unfortunate and painful to write about but they can not be
ignored. Avoiding negative stories is not
the answer.Wecannot stick our headsinto
the sand and pretend there is not a sandstorm blowing around us.
It would be nice to be able to print only
positive news,but unfortunately the world
is not always a happy, happy, joy, joy
place. That kind of world is saved for the
cartoons, where pretty much everything
works out in end.(JWB)
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Coalition formed to invest in future An analysis
lo the

Editor.

On Jan. 13, 1993 a coalition of students,
staff, faculty and administrators formed in
response to Gov.John McKernan's proposal to "borrow"II million from what remains of the University of Maine System's
current fiscal year allocation from the state
of Maine.
The University of Maine has suffered repeated cuts over the past few years and is
unable to absorb any further reduction in state
allocation without seriously compromising
academic standards and quality. Past cutbacks have already limited course offerings
and remedial services, while at the same time
causing the cost of tuition to skyrocket, forcing many students to abandon or postpone
their college careers. Quality higher education is fundamental to the future economic
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health of the state of Maine. State allocations llniversity cemmuni
ty of the crisis facing the
to the university should not he viewed as a future of education in
the state of Maine. The
frivolous luxury but rather as a crucial ele- rally will be held on Monday.
Jan. 25,at noon
ment of Maine's economic strategy.
between the Library and the Union.
The Invest in Maine's Future coalition has
For information or to volunteer call The
been formed for the following purposes:
Invest in Maine's Future Coalition at 581To lobby the legislature of the state of 1840,or stop by the petition
table on the main
Maine to reject Gov. McKernan's current floor of the Memorial Union
all this week.
proposal to cut $11 million from the 1993
budget and to further reject his plans to cut the
Christopher D."Norm" Nelson - Student
UM system by another five percent for the (out of state)
next two years.
Tom Smith - Staff
To petition President Hutchinson to hold a
Scott Wilderson - Administrator
campus-wide moratorium on Thursday, Jan.
Daniel R. Collins - Student
28th, in order that as many members of the
Brian K. Parker - Student
University community may be in Augusta on
Annie Allen - Student(Non traditional)
that day to lobby on behalf of the University
Collin Worster - Student
of Maine System,and the people of the State
Deborah Blease - Staff
of Maine's investment in education.
Jim Gray - Student (out of student)
To hold a rally to inform and unite the
Matt LeClair - Student

To the Editor:
A superficial content analysis ofCraig
Sheerin's "superficial content analysis of
MPAC'slatest newsletter"reveals a maleto-female word ration oftwo-to-one in his
letter.IsCraig's"participation this ubiquitou.s and criminal absenting of females
from discourse" unconscious? Or is he
just a potironically calling the kettle black?
I confess not to have improved on two-toone in this letter, though I could, using
Craig's method, escape the "dominant
paradigm" by adopting a woman's name
and referring him as "X." I could, but I
won't. SOTTY.
Mike Howard
Faculty'

•Religion

Thanks for the sermon
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the letter
written by Joseph E. Vallely,printed on Jan.
13. I would like to thank the wrathful,evangelical and fanatical Mr. Vallely, for his
biblical spiel on anti-abortion matters and
informing us of recent visits of God in
Lubbock. Texas. In addition, I would also
like to thank him for reminding us our Papal
Pres.—the Pope. Lo, thine heart weeps for
you, you poor, wretched and misguided
person. How can any person be voted the
head of a religion, and then poof—he's
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free from committing any error(or should I
say sin?)? The worst thing is that you believe it. And last,but not least,I and millions
ofother children ofGod(whatever the creed)
would like to thank Mr. Vallely for the
condeinnations to hell and for the color
commentary on the Four Horsemen who are
rounding the final turn and heading into the
home stretch of the Apocalypse Cup.
Power to the viper (or should I szy proabortion rights) movement.
Matthew P. Cosgrove
Orono

•Peabody Lounge

Tactics used by professor
in lounge were childish
To the Editor:
On several occasions I have had the extreme fortitude to share the Memorial Union's
Peabody Lounge with a very rude man.This
professor expressed his infantile, elitist disapproval of students in his "territory" and I
found him to be settting a very poor example
of a university of Maine staff member.
Just before Christmas break, I was reading along with several other students and
this professor came in, tried his darndest to
"stare us down"and then contented himself
by announcing that "This isn't the student
lounge yet kiddies!" He proceeded to discuss loudly,with his other professor friends,
how much he disagreed with letting students
into the lounge,criticized one student's hair
color as she was leaving the room,and soon,

until we all left, apparently satisfying his
need to hurt people'sfeelings. Another time,
he walked in and said -"Well, I see they've
let the kiddies in! When is 'Freddie'
(Hutchinson) going to change that?" He
then told every person who walked in the
room to "close the door!" before they were
even through the door.
My questions are —How are we hurting
you, sir, by being in the Peabody Lounge?
Why do we, the ones who are paying your
salary incidentally, deserve to be sneered
at? Is this the way you want to be remembered. as a disagreeable, sarcastic childish
complainer? Think about it—You know
who you are...
Cindy Favv
Bangor Maine

•Native Americans

Involvement unnoticed
To the Editor:

$10 and 10 people demanding equal access
resulting in everyone receiving a dollar a piece,
In response to"First people,.. first slaves". where did the initial $10 conic from? Always
Dyer. Jan. 13,1993:
remember that everything "you" get in this
Good summation on neo-European Colo- country comes at the expense of "others.
"
nialism,Fronfierism,and Pioneerism.You've Many native people have no desire
for a piece
made me realize how Native American in- of the pie, it doesn't have good taste.
volvement in the Civil Rights Movement is
Nevertheless,traditional native peoplecongoing totally unnoticed this month on this tinue to represent an alternativelifes'
-.le which
campus. But Dyer, you need to describe the coincides with Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s
oppression of native people in a way main- vision and this is what Indian Resistan
ce celestream America can understand.
brates.
Without a doubt progress has been made
Watch for the upcoming Second Annual
but how much of that progress can native Native American Awareness Month
in April
people, on this hemisphere, celebrate? Civil and learn.
rights would not have happened if it weren't
for native people.
Wesley Francis
Let me.in dream form.illustrate - Yon have
Penobscot

Check out our new comic strip by Campus cartoonist Mike Smith!
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For Monday, January 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
passion for freedom sets you apart from the
pack. Mellow and even-tempered when all is
well, a stormy and cruel side emerges when
things go awry. A love of nature, travel, and
study give you many hours of secluded tine
that helps restore balance and emotional perspective.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19):Technical
skills are easily mastered during this cycle,so
charm a co-worker into teaching you new
programs on the office computer or enroll in a
course to enhance your value as an employee.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): A conciliatory influence soothes hurt feelings among
family members and gives you the opportunity to mend a recent rift with a relative. There's
nothing to be gained by holding a grudge:
don't be stubborn!
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Hard work
can be both fun and rewarding, especially
when you have an enthusiastic associate at
your side! A professional relationship could
move toward genuine friendship, or even romance!
CANCER(June 21- July 22): Children
are the focal point during this familial influence. The desire to start a family may inspire
singles to seek a deeper commitment, while
the prospect of a child's future has you examining your finances.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): A deep conversation with your father or other mentor figure
eases your worries and gives you a fresh
perspective on home-related issues. Disregard
Vour emotional ties and listen to the voice of
experience.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): The ability
to express yourselfis at its creative zenith,and
you are extrernely articulate and persuosive.
Take the time to flesh out an idea you've been
toying with, it could be a winner!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Written
agreements regarding you home or family
merit your undivided attention. Comb
through contracts and other legal documents
carefully in order to uncover potentially
disastrous flaws.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Deep
conversations stir up intense emotions, and
you may be shocked to learn of the strong
feelings that a casual acquaintance has for you.
Be totally honest with them about how you feel
in return.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Daydreams and casual thoughts that you dismiss out of hand could be the cornerstone of a
profitable new business venture, so don't be
((xi quick to cast off what could be valuable
money. ideas.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan.19)Tough
questions surround a pet project at work.Gather all the information you can in order to make
an informed decision. You may have to put
dUngs on hold until satisfactory answers are
available
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18). Have
faith in your judgement in important matter
involving parents and public issues. Alleviate
the stress associated with tough decisions
making by exercising your off-the-wall sense
of humor!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Tough
decisions require careful deliberation lkin't
let anyone rush you into acting prematurel
y!
Gather information from all available sources
and sift out the relevant from the meaningless.
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For Tuesday, January 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
diamond in the rough. Elegant and easygoing
as a rule, there are nevertheless times when
your mask of composure slips and others are

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A call
from a childhood pal could make your day,or
better yet, take the initiative and call them
yourself'. They may provide you with valuable information that could help your career
to boot!

ship could

any damage is done.

x even ro-

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Higher
education is encouraged during this influence, and if you can't enroll in a class you
should make an effort to study independently. The knowledge that you gain could prove
to be invaluable!
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LEO(July 23 - Aug. 22): A

phasis on the bonds of matrimony is highlighted. Those already betrothed enjoy an
evening of fun and sensual pleasure while a
proposal is possible in ongoing engagements!

to foresee events and plan accordingly Trust
your instincts, even in the face of the doubts
that surround you.

locuments

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Relating to

iotentially

your lover has rarely been this effortless and
enjoyable, while putting the finishing toJch-

(ions. and

es on a creative project points you in an
exciting new caree- direction!

the strong

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Issues

as for you.
w you feel

having to do with your home, parents. or
family history take on greater importance, as

Dec. 21):

those closest to you provide a solid foundation on which you can build. Don't take these

it you dis-

special people for granted.

Deep

^stone of a

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

19)Tough

Relatives may call or visit unexpectedly.
:caving you to rearrange your schedule to
accommodate them. Nevertheless, it's good
to see them and more than worth the minor

irk.

inconvenience.

don't he
valuable

.1 to make

CAPRICORN(Dix.22 -Jan. 19)Issues

ive to put

suers are

concerning the way you handle your money
warrant you complete attention. Investigate
new ways to invest or save your hard earned

8). Have

cash. Ask the advice of more experienced
friends and family members.
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tent effort you can achieve great things on a
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AQUARIUS(Jan_ 20- Feb. 18): Issues
of personal identity can be addressed through
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the repayment of an almost forgotten debt.
You could feel especially sensuous and playful, as well!

VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): Your intuition is at its peak. bringing with it the ability

or family

1

CANCER(June 21 -July 22): You may
get the financing to get a pet project off the
ground through the approval ofa bank loan or
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own person, one who loves to upset the
balance.
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given a glimpse of your fiery temper. Pretense of any kind is wasted on you, and
nothing can be done to smooth out your

TA URUS(April 20- May 20): Your star
continues to soar at work as you make great
progress in an ongoing project. Be aware of
how idle gossip circulating throughout the
office could effect you and cut it off before

Hard work
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone. 1-900-420.
5655(750 each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephon
e
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a profes
sional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and comparability,
work, money, career,
relationships, farniiy.
Not a tape or computer messagel. Astrologers are
available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99
per minute, which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE. You
must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3038
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•Forced health

•Free trade

Research proves anti- Iowa lawmakers trade
smoking ads effective prime rib thr tacos
MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) — The nation's most ambitious anti-smoking television ad campaign hastened the decline of
cigarette smoking in California and cost the
tobacco industry $1.1 billion in lost sales, a
study shows.
An earlier study showed that the $28
million, 18-month campaign increased the
rate at which smokers quit smoking. The
new study is the first to look at the campaign's effect on cigarette sales.
"We have proofthat it is a cost-effective
campaign," said the study's author,Stanton
A. Glantz of the University of California,
San Francisco.
Before the campaign,cigarette consumption was falling by 46 million packs per year
in California,Glantzfound.During the campaign,cigarette consumption fell at a rate of
164 million packs per year,triple what it had
been before.
When the campaign was suspended, the
decline in cigarette sales fell to 19 million
packs per year, Glantz said.
"We have evidence that an aggressive
campaign can reduce tobacco consumption
significantly," he said.
The study was presented Sunday at an
American Heart Association conference on
heart disease prevention.

The TV ad campaign wd inalidated by a
referendum passed by California voters in
1988 that increased cigarette taxes by 25
cents per pack and required that 20 percent
ofthe tax money be used for smoking cessation programs.
The campaign included commercials that
depicted the tobacco industry as greedy and
coldhearted.
Dr. Thomas E. Novotny of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention said the
study was a cmvincing demonstration of
the campaign's effectiveness.
Some had suggested that the tax increase
itself was responsible for the decline in
cigarette consumption, but Novotny disagreed.
"The media campaign had the most immediate impact on behavior," he said.
Glantz addressed that question by looking atsmoking rates in neighboring Nevada,
which adopted a 25-cent-per-pack tax increase at the same time California did.
Without a TV anti-smoking campaign,
however,Nevada's cigarette consumption
rates were not significantly affected.
Glantz found.
The ad campaign is scheduled to reappear on California television stations in February, after more than a year's suspension.
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Fast Freddie rides(a Yamaha)again.
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Celebrating a
C.) New Year of
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14 Healing and
I) Joyfor Women
Saturday, January 30, 1993
10am-4pm
The Wilsom Center
A-Frame
67 College Ave. Orono
Gather to explore through
music, meditation, story
telling, lecture and workshop
participation, the many ways
ofhealing ourselvesfrom any
life's painful experiences,
including experiences ofabuse.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Free going out for cheeseburgers and fries and
prime rib has given way to 40-cent tacos sodas," Arnould said.
and fine wines are being replaced by sodas
The financial scandal involved a $107
and draft beer as state lawmakers and million investment fund for Iowa commulobbyists adjust to a new ethics law.
nities managed by California financier
As this year's session opened last week, Steven Wymer, who has pleaded guilty to
legislators began living with their handi- shuffling money between accounts to conwork. Wariness reigned supreme.
ceal heavy trading losses.
Republican state Sen. Sheldon Rittmer
Wymer's paid Iowa salesman was Joe
sighed as he eyed a line at the Statehouse Welsh, who resigned as president of the
cafeteria that snaked down a hallway and Senate amid allegations that he improperaround the corner.
ly used his influence on behalf of legisla"It looks like people have gotten in the tion that would aid the trust.
habit ofeating this year," he deadpanned.
Since the ensuing changes, RepubliTurning down invitations to the toniest can Dorothy Carpenter, chairwoman of
restaurants in the city and settling for the the House Ethics Committee,says she has
cafeteria has one big advantage: the chili been busy settling ethics questions.
goes for $1.37 a bowl, including tax.
On the session's opening day, the big"We've been busy," said Barb Ochan- gest state workers union sent a
single
paugh, cafeteria manager.
carnation — valued at $1.75 apiece — to
Forced to pick up the tab for most of each legislator. But Carpenter vetoed them
their meals, lawmakers immediately because food and drink are the only
gifts
sniffed out the best bargains.
allowed.
"The 40-cent taco night last week was
"I guess it would be all right if we ate
a big hit," said House Democratic Leader them," she said.
Bob Arnould. "We ate them out of taAnother question was free newspapers
cos."
for lawmakers, which will be allowed,
Mostly gone are the lavish receptions, Carpenter said.
catered dinners and freebies that legisla"Being a well-informed person is very
tors used to get from those who curry important to being a decent
legislator,"
favor. Nervous lobbyists and lawmakers she said.
fear becoming the next ethics news story.
It's in the social whirl where the differOne group is adapting the traditional ence is most pronounced.
approach to new realities, with a little help
"I've represented the Bar Association
from the Statehouse cafeteria chili.
for 17 years, and we've had an annual
The Iowa Association of Realtors has dinner,the lawyer
-legislator dinner," lobscheduled a reception in the cafeteria fea- byist Jim Carney
said. "I actually sent a
turing that low-cost chili, whose price letter out and
said,'Do you want to conallows lawmakers to eat hearty and even tinue this
dinner, knowing you'll have to
have a second helping with impunity.
pay for it yourself?"
Legislative staffers who keep tabs on
Carney said legislators overwhelmingsocial functions report cancellations flow- ly respon
ded that they wanted the dinners
ing in. Some groups decided to go ahead. to
continue. "It's with the understanding
but legislators discovered to their shock that
these people will have to buy their
that the rule is "separate checks. please." own
dinner,or at least all but $2.99 of it,"
"People are still going out. but they're he said.

winter dance classes
starts january 18
classes for children, teens and adults
4114111114‘
creative movement 4jazz *
7, ballet 4 modern
pilates-stretch and conditioning *step
aerobics ik ballroom *tae kwon do
to register call 827-8201 or stop
by our
second floor studio at 22 north main St
old town

167 Center Street Old Town, Maine
Fresh Dough Pizzas•Subs•Steak
Grinders

827-6460 or 827-6057
FREE DELIVFRY($5 MINIMUM)

Buy 2 LARGE
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Brunswick landlady stabbed by homeless woman

BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP)-- As she
recovers from multiple stab wounds to the
neck, Barbara Kendall,67,says it will be a
long time before she allows another homeless woman into her house to live with her.
"I'd help in a lot of other ways, but I
don't think I'd have the courage to do that
again," Kendall said.
Jeanine S. Magryta, who's awaiti ig trial
on a charge of attempted murder,denies any
wrongdoing and says she was a housemate
who paid expenses and planned on paying
rent as soon as she got a job.
"I was a very respectable Navy wife and
participant in many charities and church
activities," said Magryta,3I.She described
Kendall as a well-meaning but overbearing
landlady who smothered her with rules and
unwanted attention.
Magryta, interviewed in the Cumberland County Jail,said she doesn't remember
what happened on the night of Nov. 1, when
she allegedly attacked Kendall and tied her
up with extension cords. The woman was
slashed, stabbed and left for dead.
On the ad vice oflawyers,neither woman

will say much about the attack. But
their
accounts of the weeks leading up to it are
markedly different.
"I discovered 95 percent of what she
told me was lies," said Kendall, assertin
g
that she came into contact with Magryta
after she showed up broke and desperate at
her church over the summer.
"She had supposedly been converted
and baptized and we were all trying to help
her," she said. Eventually she came to stay
with Kendall. "I couldn't bear to put her in
the street," she said.
But Kendall said she got fed up with
Magryta's nightly bouts ofdninkenness and
her housemate's habitofbringing men home.
She locked Magryta out of the house the
night of the attack.
"She climbed up on the roof and in
through the window," Kendall said, noting
that at least one man was with her.
When she went upstairs to her boarder'r
bedroom and threatenedtocall police,Magryta attacked and the man fled, Kendall said.
"I find it unbelievable now,just thinking about it." she said.

;ht if we ate

The morning after the attack,police found
Magryta sitting in a parked car on Maine
Street. She plans to plead innocent at her
Feb. 3 arraignment. If convicted, she faces
up to 40 years in prison
A petite woman with a slight Southern
accent and blonde hair tied in a ponytail,
Magryta admitted to heavy drinking in the
weeks prior to her arrest but said she is now
on the mad to recovery from alcoholism.
"Healing has to start with the pain and I
have a lot of pain," she said. She came to
Topsham from New York, where she lived
with her husband's family until he filed for
divorcr, she said. She left behind Julie, her
3-year-old daughter.
"I knew I had to stop running from the
pain and the rest of the world," she said "I
was confused and I was drinking."
She had friends in Topsham, where she
had lived for five years with her husband. She
said she climbed off the bus and went to the
Maine Street Baptist Church, where she had
worshipped when she lived here.
A family from the church gave her a
place to stay for a couple of weeks before

Kendall took her in.
"She was a beautiful person, I loved
Barbara, I really do," she said. "I'm glad
she's OK."
But her housemate was caring to a fault,
she added."I was treated like a smallchild,"
she said.
Once Kendall even took her to an evangelical church in Topsham to exorcise the
"demons" that made her drink and misbehave. Magryta said.
"Whatever happened that night — I
don't know what happened — I know it
could not be me doing it," she added.
Prosecutors disagree, noting that Magryta
has a criminal record in Florida and California.
She also was arrested in Topsham in ;990
and charged with aggravated assault. That
charge was dismissed when her husband,
who was cut and stabbed after Magryta allegedly attacked him with a knife,claimed it was
an accident and declined to testify.
Magryta confirmed it was an accident
and said the reports of her criminal record
are not correct. "There are lot of things that
are printed that aren't true," she said.
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Astronauts take first spacewalk in a year on Sunday

CAPECANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)— Two
Endeavour astronauts, raring to go on the
ultimate Sunday stroll, checked out their
spacesuits Saturday for a five-hour
spacewalk intended as a drill for station
construction.
It will be the first spacewalk by Americans in nearly a year.
"We're really excited about it," said
astronaut Gregory Harbaugh.
The mood at Mission Control also was
upbeat.
"Anytime we get ready to do an EVA,I
think the excitement level comes up a bit,"
said mission operations director Lee Briscoe.
EVA stands for extra-vehicular activit).

Harbaugh and Mario Runco Jr. plan to
move about the shuttle payload bay and
practice working with varying loads. One
exercise calls for them to take turns carrying
one another from one end of the 60-footlong bay to the other.
NASA wants to see how much time it
takes, and how difficult it is, to move large
objects in space before astronauts start
building space station Freedom in 1996.
The exercise also will show what it would
be like for a spacewalker to carry an incapacitated partner.
Each crewman weighs more than 400
poundsin his spacesuit,atleast on the ground.
In the weightlessness of space.it's the bulk-

Mess that complicates matters.
Officials added the spacewalk to the sixday mission just two months ago to give
astronauts and flight controllers more
spacewalking experience. Only six Americans have walked in space since the 1986
Challenger accident, and the last ones to do
so encountered unexpected difficulties.
It took three spacewalks and three
spacewalkers to capture the stranded Intelsat satellite in May.
With Sunday's spacewalk,"we are trying to help identify outer boundaries of the
human peiformance envelope,if you will,in
doing spacewalks," Harbaugh said.
Shuttle commander John Casper ac

knowledged it's risky any time astronauts
step through the hatch. Neither Harbaugh
nor Runco have walked in space before.
"We recognize the risk. We're training
for it, trying to minimize the risk involved.
But it's going to become an operational
necessity,so wejust have to step up to that,"
'
Casper said.
Endeavour's major science payload, a
$14 million X-ray spectrometer,still wasn't
quite up to speed Saturday despite three
days of troubleshooting by controllers at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt. Md.
The mission is scheduled to end with a
Kennedy Space Center landing on Tuesday

What ever happened to the 101" dalmation ?
ADVERTISING PERSON-1
NEEDED
*SEE AD ON PAGE 10
GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat
sorority, team. club. etc
pitches in lust one hour
and your group can raise
$1 000 in lust a few days'

0voila- Sprlisey,Break 19

cAticup

Plus a chance to earn
$1.000 for yourself!
No cost No obilgatton

1-800-932-0528 ext 65

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA
$2,500?
Practical experience for
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
Marketing Firm.Hoursflyable.
Earn up to $2,500/term.
CALL1-800-950-8472,Eat 17.

tram
Cancun is the place to be in March and now's the time to book while there is space availabl
e Prtce includes roundtrip airfare from
Boston, transfers, and seven night's hotel stay at a quad rate; is based on availability, subject to
change and cancellation charge.
The offiaal al-campus travel agency of the University of Maine
Call Karen, Kim or Kim at 581-1400 or 800-370-099Q Chadbourne Hall M-F 8
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•Squabble

•Awards

Boznians continuing escape
attempts from Sarajevo

NAACP
presents 25th
annual Image
Awards

SARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP) trol the airport under the
agreement, which
—It wasjust after nightfall. Behind bombed- has let relief
flights land in Sarajevo since
out houses flanking Sarajevc airport,losefi- June. They shine
headlights and spotlights
na Muratovic ditched her baby son in her to deter the crc
cings, and send back the
arms and cast a nervous glance at her broth- people they intercept
.
er, carrying her 3-year-old daughter.
Dashing across the runway are civilians
Then they slipped off into pitch-blazi trying to escape the besieged
city or to pick
brush between the houses and the airport up food supplies
outside; others coming in
runway. Frinting and douching on a des- to sec loved ones;
and government soldiers
perate dash for freedom.
going to or from duty on strategic Mount
Every night, hundreds of Bosnians dart Igman that towers to the west.
600 yards across the runway between the
The dazzling U.N. lights make the runSarajevo suburb of Dobrinja and the gov- ners targets in a turkey
-shoot for Serb snipernment-held settlement of Butmir. It is ers and machine gunners
ringing the runSarajevo's only corridor to the outside world. way's southeastern end.
For more than nine months,a Serb siege
Many have been wounded,Bosnian army
has choked off the•Bosnian capital. Under officials said. But no one
died until recently,
an aid agreement with Serb rebels and the when the number of
crossings surged with
Muslim-led government, the United Na- the deepening of the
bitter winter.
tions is enforcing that encirclement, in efThe United Nations intercepted more
fect becoming another enemy of the Bosni- than 3,800 people in
November,6,600 last
an forces.
month and more than 6,000 through midBeyond a barbed-wire fence, one of five January.
armored personnel carriers patrolling
On Tuesday, two men crossing the airthe airstrip swung searchlights toward Mrs. strip were shot in the
head by snipers. One,
Muratovic and her family. The glare caught Adnan Rustempasic,
30,died iintnediately,
other crawling Bosnians.
the other, Zaim Alic, 37, at a hospital.
Suddenly the sharp crack of snipers'
The number of crossings subsequently
guns pierced the night. A frightened, angry dropped by 70 percent, Bosnian
officials said.
cry rose up from the illuminated escapees:
U.N.officials said they had no confirma"Turn the lights off, please!"
tion the two had been illuminated.The French
U.N. peacekeepers are supposed to con- command at the airport said
lights were not
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used that night, but a spokesman for the
peacekeepers acknowledged that U.N. vehicles routinely used searchlights on the airstrip. Others contested the U.N. claims.
"I saw them run out, they must have
been half-way across, when they shone the
lights on them, and bang," said a Bosnian
government military policeman at the airport, who identified himself only as Eshaf.
The deaths ofRustempasic and Alic have
further burdened frayed relations between
Sarajevo residents and the peacekeepers.
Ten days ago,a Serb gunman assassinated Bosnian deputy premier Hakija Turajlic
as he traveled from the airport under U.N.
protection.
The U.N. commander, Gen. Philippe
Morillon, had promised that there would be
"no tax" for government-bought wood entering freezing Sarajevo. But Serbs controlling the city's western entrance last week
were handed two U.N.-escorted trucks of
wood to ensure 10others would get through.
"Our main problem now is to stop our
own snipers taking out the headlights of the
APCs," said Capt. Avdo Lemes ofthe Bosnian army, referring to the U.N. armored
personnel carriers.
"It's a sore temptation when you can see
your own people being lit up and shot," he
said. "We have a front line here with the
United Nations. They are enemies."

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — VVhoopi
Goldberg's movie "Sister Act" took two
prizes at the 25th NAACP Image Awards,
while the TV soap opera,"The Young and
the Restless," and the TV drama,"I'll Fly
Away," each won three.
The awards were given Saturday to those
presenting positive images of blacks. This
year's submissionscovered material released
from the fall of 1991 through the fall of 1992.
Michael Jackson performed and received
the Silver Anniversary Entertainer ofthe Year
Award.The show will be broadcaston Jan.23.
Goldberg was named best movie actress
for "Sister Act," which also won as outstanding motion picture. Denzel Washington was named best movie actor for "Mississippi Masala."
"Martin" was honored as outstanding
comedy TV series.Charles Dutton of' Roc"
was named best actor in a comedy TV series.
Jasmine Guy of"A Different World" won
as best comedy TV actress.
"I'll Fly Away" won as best TV drama
series. "I'll Fly Away" cast members
Dorian Harewood and Regina Taylor won
acting honors.
"The Young and the Restless" was voted
bestdaytime drama and captured acting awards
for Kristoff St. John and Victoria Rowell.
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•Mystery solved
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Remains identified as NBC newsman killed

NEW YORK (AP)-- Human remains nalists
believed executed by the Khmer Rouge
dug up in Cambodia last year have been following
their disappearance in the Camboidentified as those of an American NBC
dian jungle on May 31, 1970. He was
40.
correspondent who disappeared 23 years
His body was one of four dug up from
a
ago while covering the war in Southeast riverbed
during a U.S.-Cambodian excavation
Asia, an NBC official said Saturday.
last March.The other three were identified
last
Welles Hangen's remains were positiveOctober, but Hangen's medical records
were
ly identified Friday night by the U.S. Army unavailable
and positive identification was
Central Identification Laboratory in Hono- delaye
d pending a DNA blood test.
lulu,said Arthur Lord, a senior producer for
The remains identified earlier were those
NBC News in Burbank, Calif.
of NBC News soundman Yoshihiko
Waku
Hangen was one of five television jour- and
cameraman Roger Colne and CBS News
NIMIINNINE mimimisank

in Cambodia

soundman Kojiro Saki. Waku and Saki were were found
with their hands tied behind
from Japan and Colne from France.
their backs, a U.S. official said last year.
The body ofCBScameraman Tomoharu
Hangen's remains will be cremated and
Ishii of Japan was never recovered.
buried at Arlington (Va.) National CemeThe five had been driving along a high- tery on Jan. 29.
way covering a battle when one vehicle was
Fifteen foreign journalists still are listed
hit by a grenade that killed three other CBS as missing from
the wars in Vietnam, Laos
journalists.
and Cambodia,all of which ended in ComThe Khmer Rouge marched the rive into munist victories in 1975.
Lord,who pursued
une jungle 25 miles south of Phnom Penh. the fate of the
NBC and CBS journalists for
They were never heard from again. When years,said too little
is known about the other
excavated from a riverbed in a rice field,two disappearances
to pursue them.

•Financial markets

Wall Street warily watches inauguration

NEW YORK(AP) As President-elect
Clinton prepares to take office this week,
some analysts say his "honeymoon" in the
financial markets may already be waning.
Since the election last fall, stock prices
have run up smartly as many initially wary
Wall Streeters warmed to Clinton and the
tonic effect he seemed to be having on
business and consumer confidence.
"The honeymoon effect definitely propelled the market forward," says Timothy
Connors, head of equity services at CoreStates Investment Advisers in Phladelphia.
"That was especially true in smaller-capitalization issues."
But since the start of the new year, many
observers say the Street's excitement seems

to have lust a little of its edge.
ond look at the challenges Clinton faces and cial markets
into awareness of just how
The mood is still generally positive, these the reason
able prospects for how and when daunting these tasks are going
to be."
observers declare, but investors have begun to he
might deal with them.
Indeed
many
,
observ
ers
say
high expeclookfor hard-and-fast plans and commitments
"The Bush administration confirmed that tations represent a broad
potenti
al problem
rather than broad hopeful expectations.
the federal budget outlook has worsened. for Clinton in
the early days of his presiden"Change became an inclusive term in On a related
, but different subject,the Com- cy. Given the diverse and often
conflicting
1992," says Rao Chalasani at Kemper Se- merce
Department released data highlight- interests clamoring for
his attention, anacurities in Chicago."In 1993 the new pres- ing how
dramatically U.S. medical expens- lysts say it is inevitable
that he is going to
ident has to define that change in specifics." es have contin
ued to soar," said Richard disappoint a lot of them.
Brokers reported some uneasiness in the Rippe, economist
at Prudential Securities.
As Eric Miller at Donaldson, Lufkin &
past week over reports in several publica"Although President-elect Clinton has Jenrette put it,"The
new year begins with a
tions that the task of making appointments promised action
on both fronts,the releases lot of hope invested in President-el
ect
and getting the new administration in place functioned as
'reality checks,'jolting finan- Clinton.
was going slowly enough to hinder Clinton's
chances of "hitting the ground running."
Aside from that, it appeared many market participants were taking a skeptical sec-

Jolting.

Live at the Alfond!
Tickets still available
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•Indian politics

Indian leader Genetically engineered nice bred in Maine
names new
administration
NEW DELHI, India(AP)-- Prime
Minister P.V. Nafasirnha Rao named a
new council of ministers Sunday in an
apparent attempt to refurbish the image
of his beleaguered government after
nationwide sectarian riots.
Rao fired 14 ministers. Four politicians named as replacements will hold
Cabinet rank and 10 others will he junior ministers. Details were to be announced Monday.
On Saturday, all 56 ministers submitted their resignations to Rao to show
confidence in his ability to deal with the
crisis stemming from the Hindu-Muslim riots.
National newspapers, opposition
parties and some members of his own
Congress Party have criticized Rao for
not controlling the violence promptly.
More than 1,700 people have been
killed in riots that started after Hindu
zealots demolished a Muslim mosque
Dec. 6 in the northern town of Ayodhya. The victims include more than
500 people who were killed in Bombay, Indias largest city, during the last
12 days.
The only minister now holding lull
Cabinet rank to be dismissed Sunday
was Health Minister Makhan La) Foetedar.

BAR HARBOR, Maine (AP) — The
Jackson Laboratory,alarmed by high prices and restrictions sought by private companies dealing important strains of laboratory mice, has begun breeding genetically
engineered mice developed by other researchers.
The laboratory, heeding the cry from
scientists who say private companies are
monopolizing some specialized strains, has
agreed to serve as a national mice repository
for biomedical researchers across the country.
"Genetically modified animals, especially mice,have become amazingly powerful tools in medical research in recent years,"
says Kenneth Paigen, director of the lab.
"To every extent possible, they should be
used to alleviate human suffering, not used
by researchers to make money on each other."
The decision to breed genetically engineered strains of mice marks a new direction
for Jackson Laboratory.
For years the lab has developed its own
mutant strains through natural, selective
breeding, and it also imports mice developed elsewhere for experiments by its own
researchers.
Until now, it has shied away from becoming a regular breeding ground for other
laboratories' discoveries.
Genetically engineered "knockout
mice" are used in studies of cancer,immunology, heart disease and developmental
biology, but scientists are anxious about the
animals' limited availability and exorbitant

price tags.
These powerful, living research tools
represent a huge investment in time and
money on the part of the researchers and
institutions who developed them.
To protect their investments, some researchers are seeking patents on their creations. Last month, the U.S. Office of Patents and Trademarks issued patent protection for three new mice from Harvard University, the University of Ohio, and GenPharm International,a California company.
Some private companies marketing genetically engineered mice are putting such
severe breeding restrictions on the animals
that researchers are finding it impossible to
build their own colonies from stocks purchased from the firms.
"They're hoping some great discovery
will be made(with the mice)," Paigen says,
"and they'll own part of the discovery."
The restrictions so angered scientists at a
meeting of mouse geneticists at New York's
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in August
that they began sending their engineered

mice to Jackson Laboratory. The lab has
accepted 11 strains so far, including mice
that will be used to study colon cancer and
heart disease. It is considering 20 others.
A privately marketed mouse may cost as
much as $80 to $120,compared with $10 to
$60fora breeding pair ofJackson Laboratory mice.
Muriel Davisson, a senior Jackson Laboratory scientist and head of the eight-member genetic resource committee that's screening new mice, says virtually all of the researchers who have contacted the lab share
the same concern.
"Their primary concern is that the mutation they've made be freely available to the
scientific community," Davisson says,
"with no strings attached and at a reasonable cost."
The Jackson Lab's goal is to import 50 to
75engineered strains of mice per year,which
means it will have to double its import
operation,expand its breeding space and set
up additional DNA testing facilities, she
says.
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versus Clarkson

• Women's hoop squad picks up first win
• Bills head to the Super Bowl—again

The Campus7 •Maine hockey
Sports Ticker Black Bears tie, defeat feisty Clarkson
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor

The University of Maine track team
finished third out of a field of four
Saturday at the University of Rhode
Island New England Challenge Cup.
The Black Bears finished with 55
points, trailing Northeastern(138)and
URI(90.5)and finishing ahead of Boston University (51.5).
Standouts for UMaine included
Mike Dunphy, Kirk Carter and Sean
Tynan.

AUBURN HILLS, Mich.(AP) —
Dennis Rodman, the NBA's leading
rebounder, will be out of the Detroit
Pistons' lineup for three to six weeks
with a torn right calf muscle.
A Pistons spokesman said Rodman,
who was injured during Thursday
night's 108-91 loss at Atlanta, was examined by doctors in Philadelphia.
Rodman, averaging 19.3 rebounds
per game, had six points and 11 rebounds when he was hurt with 4:12 left
in the second quarter.

T 10AM-2AM
1001 Low;

• Black Bear skaters escape with tie, win

PITTSBURGH(AP)— Mario Lemieux, talking publicly for the first
time about hiscancer,"cried for hours"
when he wasdiagnosed with Hodgkin's
disease while enjoying his best season.
The Pittsburgh Penguins superstar
is determined to emerge from his latest
and most serious medical crisis healthy
— and still the NHL's best player.
About 150 reporters crowded into a
hotel ballroom to hear Lemieux,whose
104 points in 40 games were threatening Wayne Gretzky's NHL single-season record of 216 points.
Due to a lung infection unrelated to
his cancer,Lemieux won't begin radiation therapy for two weeks.He then will
begin five-days-a-week therapy for a
month, and will probably need a short
recovery time from the radiation before
playing hockey again.
Lemieux, who has missed over 100
games the past four seasons due to back
pain, hopes to return by mid-April for
the playoffs.

NEW YORK(AP)— A total of 115
players filed for salary arbitration on the
toughest day for baseball management.
Eight eligible players agreed to contracts, including St Louis catcher Tom
Pagnozzi, who got a $10.5 million,fouryear deal. Chicago White Sox catcher
Ron Karkovice got a three-year contract.

goalie Mike Dunham's blocker,
Just 27 seconds later, Golden Knights
junior center Craig Conway broke in alone
on the left side and flipped a wrist shot past
Dunham for a 2-0 Clarkson (6-8-4) lead.
UMaine's Peter Ferraro cut the margin
to 2-1 at the 11:25 mark, taking a Paul
Kariya right-to-left pass and jamming his
ninth goal of the season into the lower right

corner under sprawled Clarkson dufflebag
Chris Rogles.
The assist was Kariya's 50th point ofthe
season, a milestone he reached faster than
any other player in UMaine history.
A skirmish midway through the second
period ensued when Clarkson defenseman

With thoughts of an
undefeated .3eason dancing in their heads,the University of Maine hockey team took
the ice
Friday night expecting to blow their
unfortunate opponent out of Alfond Arena
with
See HOCKEY on page 22
typical ease.
But the Black Bears came out ofthe
gate
sluggish and slow, stayed that way
all
evening, and were fortunate to escape
with
a 4-4 tie with a chippy Clarkson
University
club.
UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh was so
distressed by his team's performance Frida
y
that he kept them at Alfond watching
the
game film close to midnight.
Apparently, the lesson was learned, because the Walsh's crew played on full throttle for the full 60 minutes Saturday, result
ing in a 6-0 whitewashing of the Golde
n
Knights and a salvaging of pride for the
nation's top-ranked team.
"Friday night wasone ofour worst performances of the season;tonight was one ofour
best," Walsh said after Saturday's victory.
"Friday, we were basically lazy,forcing
our offense and thinking everything would
come easy. Tonight, we came out focused
and it showed, especially in the checking
and defensive intensity by ourforwards. We
played well in every aspect tonight."
However, UMaine(22-0-2)junior right
wing Cal Ingraham, who added a goal each
night to give him a nation-leading 27 on the
season, found a much simpler reason for
Friday's showing.
"We didn't play hard," Ingraham said,
"we thought it was going to be easy. It may
have been just what we needed, sort of a
wake-up call."
Before UMaine could blink an eye Friday,the were already behind 2-0. It was the
first time this season that the Black Bears
have trailed by two goals in a game.
Clarksonjunior defenseinan Brian Mueller opened the scoring 6:54 into the first
period with a rocketfrom the right point that The sign says it all: Garth Snow
came up big in the Black Bears' 6-0 win over
appeared to deflectinto the netoffofUMaine Clarkson Saturday, posting his
fifth shutout of the season.(Boyd photo.)

•UMaine men's basketball

UMaine downs Drexel,strugOes at Delaware
By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer
Entering this weekend's match-ups with
I.
North Atlantic powerV
houses Drexel University
Men's
Basketball
and the University of Delaware,Coach Rudy Keeling said that he would be happy winningjust
one of the two games played.
He also said that for the team to win,
Francois Bouchard would have a key in the
teams success.
Well, both of his wishes came true Friday night as the University of Maine men's
basketball team defeated the Dragons, 6459, imptoving its record to 6-4 overall, 1-0
•

in the NAC.
The Black Bears were led by junior center Bouchard who scored 21 points on 10-of17 shooting from the floor.
As well as being a force from the inside,
Bouchard also had the stroke from the perimeter. hitting one of his team's four three
point field goals on the evening.
UMaine's guard duo of Deonte Hursey
and Casey Arena also sparkled adding 13
and 14 points, respectively.
Arena connected on six ofhis eight shots,
while drilling both of his three-point field
goal attempts.
The first-year guard also dished out a
team high seven assists.
The key to the Black Bears victory was
the defensive pressure put on Drexel sharp-

shooter Mike Wisler.
The junior forward connected on only
one of his seven shots,going 0-5 from threepoint range.
Instead, the Dragons turned to Boston
University transfer Brian Holden to supply
the scoring punch.
The sophomore scored 17 points on 6-12
shooting, (including three three-pointers)
and grabbed a game-high eight rebounds.
He also managed to collect two steals in
a losing effort.
Drexel also got a lift from 6-6 first-ear
forward Malik Rose who added 13 points
and pulled down six rebounds.
Black Bear Notes:The Black Bears fell to
the I 111 \LI sit) ofDelaware Sunday,93-72. No
other intormation was available at press time.
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•AK championship

•College basketball

The AP top 25 college Bills'defense defeats Dolphins
basketball poll, results
By Barry Wilner

AP Sports Writer

flow the top 25 teams in The Associated Presscollege basketball poll fared Saturday:
1. Kentucky (11-1)did not play. Next:
at Alabama,Tuesday.
2. Michigan (13-2) beat Notre Dame
70-55.Next:atNo.19Minnesota.Wednesday.
l3uke(12-1)beat No.13Iowa65-56.
Lost to No. 14 Virginia, Sunday,77-69.
4. Kansas(13-1)at Louisville. Next at
Kansas State, Monday.
5. North Carolina(14-1)beat Clemson
82-72. Next vs. No. 14 Virginia, Wednesday.
•
6.1ridiana(14-2)at Illinois. Next:at No.
17 Purdue,Tuesday.
7. Seton Hall(14-1)at Pittsburgh. lost
to No.3 Duke65-56. Next: vs. Northwestern. Wednesday.
14. Virginia(I0-0)did notplay.Next at
No.3 Duke,Sunday.
15. Connecticut(7-3)at No.22 Boston
College. Next vs. No. 20 Georgetown,

Monday.
(tie) UCLA(11-4)lost to Oregon State
79-73. Next vs. Stanford. Thursday.
17. Purdue (11-2) beat Penn State 6154. Next: vs. No.6Indiana,Tuesday.
18. UNLV (8-1) vs. San Jose State.
Next: vs. Texas A&M„Thesday.
19.Minnesota(l0-2)at Wisconsin.Next:
vs. No. 2 Michigan, Wednesday.
20. Georgetown(10-2) beat Villanova
66-56. Next: at No. 15 Connecticut, Monday.
21. Ohio State(9-3)did not play. Next
at Wisconsin. Wednesday.
22. Boston College (9-3) vs. No. 15
Connecticut.Next: vs.Pittsburgh.Wednesday.
23. Michigan State (10-3) heat Northwestern 80-75. Next: vs. Wisconsin,Saturday.
24.Syracuse(9-4)at Providence. Next:
vs. St. John's,Saturday.
25. Utah (11-2) at Fresno State. Next:
vs. Hawaii,Thursday.

MIAMI (AP)- Through injuries and
wild cards, through historic comebacks and
hostile road games, the Buffalo Bills never
flinched. They persevered,and now they're
in their third straight Super Bowl.
Maybe this time, with a suddenly dominant defense, they'll get it right and win the
big one.
The Bills won the right to try for their
first NFL title with a convincing 29-10 victory over the Miami Dolphins in Sunday's
AFC championship game.
"It's been a long road and a hard road,"
Bills coach Mary Levy said. "I've never
been prouder in all the years I've coached
than to be associated with the men on this
team."
Thurman Thomas, the NFL's total offense leader the last four seasons, showed
why with 96 yards rushing and 70 more on
five receptions.
Quarterback Jim Kelly, back after missing 2 1/2 games with a knee injury,had a 17yard TD pass to Thomas. He wasn't real
sharp, but his performance blunted any criticism of coach Mary Levy for starting him

over Frank Reich, who led the Bills to their
first two postseason victories.
"I want to thank my teammates for hanging in there with me all week," Kelly said.
Ken Davis had a 2-yard TD run and
Steve Christie tied a postseason-record with
five field goals,from distances of21,33,21,
31 and 38 yards.
Buffalo's defense - virtually impenetrable since the third quarter of the first
playoff game-flustered Dan Marino all
day. The Bills, who have allowed just 16
points since falling behind 35-3 in their
playoff opener against Houston, had four
sacks as defensive stars Bruce Smith,Darryl
Talley and Cornelius Bennett were dominant.
The Dolphins, winners of the AFC East
on the final day ofthe season as Buffalo lost.
hurt themselves with five turnovers. Seek
ing their first AFC title since 1984, the
Dolphins couldn't come close to stopping
their archrivals from equaling their feat of
three successive Super Bowl appearances
(1971-73).
Buffalo's dominance Sunday was built
around the powerful surges of Smith. AllPro tackle Richmond Webb simply couldn't
handle the star defensive end.

Hockey versus Clarkson
from page 21
Martin d'Orsonnens nudged Peter Ferraro
during a break in the action. Ferraro responded by driving his stick into
d'Orsonnens midsection,sending him to the
ice in a heap.
The Chstson bench came towards the
UMaine beach, and UMaine's Matt Martin
and Clarkson'slosh Bartel exchanged blows,
resulting iii 10-minute game misconducts
for each of them.
Meanwhile, Ferraro was assessed five
minutes for slashing, and d'Orsonnens sat

for two minutes for the same offense.
When play resumed, UMaine's Martin
Mercier evened things up with a rebound
goal off of a Dave Maclsaac blast from the
right point with just 40 seconds left in the
second period.
UMaine came out fired up for the third
period, and it looked as though they would
take control of the contest when Peter Ferraro knocked home his second goal 2:04 into
the stanza.
But Clarkson got a huge breakjust seven
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The fitness professionals.
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15egim

The Solution to Your Resolution

January 19, 1993
Tuesdays & Thursdays
12:00 NOON -1:00 PM.
All -Purpose Room in the Memorial Gym
University of Maine

$20

FOUR
WEEKS

For More Information call:
Amy Davis 989,748 OR
Recreational Sports 581-1080
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backhand flip offa Kent Salfi rebound 11.10
into the contest.
Chris Ferraro's goal was the only tally in
the opening period,and from there,it was all
downhill for the Golden Knight.
Four UMaine goals (two by Dave LaCouture, one each from Kariya and Jim
Montgomery) between the 6:45 and 10:13
marks of the second period effectively put
the game out of reach. Ingraham added a
power play goal less than two minutes into
the third period for the final margin.
Though two of UMaine's goals were
shorthanded, Clarkson Coach Mark Morris
felt his team had no chance from the start
due to the officiating.
"It's hard to stop a deep team like
(UMaine) time after time when you have
guys siming in the penalty box all of the
time," Morris said."Mostofthe calls weren't
legitimate ones,and unfortunately,itstopped
us from ever getting going."
However,UMaine's goalie Garth Snow,
who made 14 saves in posting his fifth
career shutout,said it wasjust a matter of the
real UMaine team showing up.
"We made the defensive commitment
tonight,which is something that wasn't there
last night," Snow said. "They're a great
team, but when we're clicking on all facets
of our game, we're very tough to stop."

r

King size savings
on pizzas and subs

We now have beer
On tap,
$2.91 pitcher `with
purchase of any
• pizza.

r

SUMMER JOBS
AT CAMP

cOilmaLoi
0Cia&

"4 Park Street

‘
.,ir tree delivery to campus

2116 ZEN ICC

2 Medium Pizzas.
I

I

-110

seconds later when defenseman Mikko Tavi
attempted to clear the puck into the UMaine
zone by knocking it around the boards.Dunham left his area to play the puck behind the
net.
The puck, however, had a different plan
of travel. Oddly, it bounced off of a metal
support beam holding up the glass, ricocheted at a star r- e, and trickled right
into the unguarded Black Bear net. Suddenly,it was 3-3 and UMaine had lost what little
momentum they had.
Clarkson took a 4-3 lead on another
freakish goal with just 3:55 left. When Dunham lost his stick in a flurry of action in the
crease, UMaine defenseman Andy Silverman handed him his wood.
Immediately thereafter, the Golden
Knights Patrick Theriault beat Dunham with
a slapper over his right shoulder, and it
looked like the Black Bears were headed for
defeat for the first time since last season's
NCA A Tournament.
Only a power play goal by Ingraham
with 1:39 enabled the Black Bears to force
overtime and escape with a still-unblemished record.
On Saturday, the Black Bears showed
that their late-night film session had indeed
paid dividends. First-year right wing Chris
Ferraro got the game's initial tally with a

Large

1

cheese4zza'
w/coupon
good until 2/15
not valid with any
othor offers

600 camps in
the USA, Russia,
and Europe
need you
this summer.
For the best summer of your Me
see your career center for more
information or call Camp Counselors
,.'SA 42 800-999-CAMP or write
c:US A d 420 Florence St
Palo Alto CA 94301
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•UMaine women's basketball

Palombo,Black Bears pick up first win
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor
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afternoon against the University of Delaware.
A sparse crowd at Alfond Arena watched
the Black Bears bite and claw their way
back from 50-38 deficit with 7:18 left in the
game to within a three-pointer in the final
seconds.
Unfortunately for the Blue-and-White and
their fans, a final second three-pointer by
junior guard Chris Strong missed by a hair,
giving visiting Delaware(8-5 overall, 1-1 in
the NAC)a 56-53 victory.
"We escaped," Blue Hen Coach Joyce
Perry said,breathing a sigh ofrelief.
y're
a tough team, and they never gave up. They
will win some games this season before it's
over."
Behind the three-point shooting heroics
ofsenior guard Jen Lipinski,Delawarejumped
to a 26-19 halftime lead. Lipinski had 11
points in the half and 19 on the game,including a five-of-seven mark from behind the
three-point stripe.
"I came off the screens about a step farther
than usualso!could free myselfalittle more and
have a little bit more time to shoot," Lipinski,a
50percentthree-pointshooter,said.'Thatextra
second made a big difference."
But UMaine(1-10,1-1)senior tri-captain
Heather Briggs had some three-point tricks
up her own sleeve, which enabled UMaine to
make a game of it in the second half.
Briggs nailed three three-pointers within
five minutes of each other midway through
the second half to lift the team back into the
game.

With exactly seven minutes left on the
clock and'Maine trailing 50-38, Briggs hit
a trifecta to cut the Blue Hen lead to nine.
After a Delaware turnover, Briggs struck
again, hitting a jumper just inside the threepoint line to make it 50-43.
Delaware's Bev Santee (10 points) answelled with a pair of baseline jumpers to
increase the lead to 54-43 with 4:16 left. It
was the last points the Blue Hens would score
until the final minute.
UMaine's Erin Grealy was fouled attempting a three,and she sunk all three of her
free throws.
Maine's Stephanie Guidi (16 points)
then nailed a pair at the charity stripe— she
was 10-for-10 from the line— and the lead
was 54-48.
Two more Guidi free-throws at the oneminute mark cut it to 54-50,and after another
gutsy defensive stand, the Black Bears took
possession on a steal.
Strong drove the length of the court and
drew a foul in traffic. She knocked down oneof-two from the line,and another set ofGuidi
free tosses made it 54-53 with 17seconds left.
'Maine was forced to foul, and the Blue
Hens' Lipinski converted both shots.
Strong took a three that would have tied it
with 12 second left,but it wasjust a little long.
After ajump ball on the rebound gave the
ball back to UMaine with 4.4 ticks left on the
clock,Strong again took the potential gametying shot from exactly the same spot—off
left, and the Black Bears' comeback bid had
fallen short.

The Maine
Campus
UMaine women's basketball coach Joanne Palombo,shown here advising junior
Chris Strong, picked up her first win Friday over Drexel.(Kiesow photo.
)

FREE ADS
The Maine Campus classifieds work and NN
want to show you for FREE.
If you have something to sell, a business to
promote, a job opening or if you just want to
say "hi" to you friend and/or embarass the hell
out of them,then here's your chance for FREE.
All you have to do is call 581-1273 by 5 pm
today and ask for your free classified ad. You'll
be amazed at the response.
Free ads are limited to four lines and only one
per person.

Photo
Reprints
NEW POLICIES
Beginning Jan. 1, 1993 The Maine Campus will
only reprint, for sale, photographs which have
previously appeared in The Campus.

To order a reprint of a photo which has appeared
in The Campus please come to the basement of
Lord Hall and fill out a reprint order form.
Be sure to include the size of the reprint you
would like as well as w hen and what page the
photo appeared. A copy of the original page the
photo was on may speed up processing
of your order.
Prices for reprints are the same as last semester:
4x5 - $5.00

5x7 - $7.50
8x10 - $10
Call 581-3059 or visit The Campus for more information.
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•NBA Roundup

Lakers roll past Portland; Starks, Blackman leads Knicks

(AP)—Ifthe Los Angeles Lakers played
every team the way they do last year's NBA
finalists, there would be no question whether they could get back in the playoffs.
The I akers,who barely reached the postseason in 1992 and were eliminated in the
first round by Portland,ran their record to 30 against the Trail Blazers this season with
a 99-96 victory Friday night.
"We get up for the bigger teams," said
Sedate Threatt, who led the Lakers with
22 points. "The weaker teams, we take
lightly and don't concentrate and they
wind up beating us. If we played the weaker teams like this, we could be leading the
division. That's something we're going to
work cn."
Los Angeles is 2-0 against the two-time
defending champion Chicago Bulls. But the
Lakers are in sixth place in the Western
Conference standings because their record
is 5-0 against Bulls and Blazers and 14-15
against the rest ofthe league, with one ofthe
losses coming to 2-29 Dallak

Elsewhere i the NBA, it was Orlando
113, Bostou 94; New Jersey 110, Philadelphia 105 in overtime; Cleveland 132, Indiana 120; Minnesota 99,Denver h9;Chicago
122, Golden State 101; New York 107,
Dallas 93; Phoenix 107, Miami 99; and
Seattle 123, the Los Angeles Clippers 104.
SuperSonics 123, Clippers 104
The Sonics beat Los Angeles for the 18th
consecutive time :n Seattle behind Ricky
Pierce's 20 points.
Seattle broke open a close game with a
20-4 run in the third quarter and improved
its home record this season to an NBA-best
17-1. They're 14-0 at the Seattle Coliseum
and they have the league's second-best record
at 24-9.
The Sonics' 18-game winning streak
against the Clippers in Seattle dates back to
Dec. 28, 1985.
Gary Payton scored 18 points for Seattle,
which led 92-64 after three quarters. Ron
Harper led the Clippers with 25 points.

Knicks 107, Mavericks 93

Maine Cain
wanted
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Earn $600+/week in canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male
or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
'Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
& Upward Bound Regional MathScience Center
Work with high school students on
the UMaine campus. We need Language Arts teachers, Math, Career
Information & Development teacher,
Computer Science teachers, Workshop Coordinator, Work Experience
Coordinators, Camping Trip Coordinators, Biology/Life Science, Chemistry, Tutor Counselors, Physics, a
Nurse, Counselor in Residence, Resider tial Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful. Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/application: Upward bound & UB Regional MathScience Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall,
UMaine, 581-2522

lost 6found
Lost: E .,1- , .=. -c-c_
black collar + leash Answers to Cara
Lost on College Ave Call 866-4464.
Lost: A pair of wire-framed Benetton
glasses in brown case on 1/12. Call
x7687 if found.
Found:A pair of silver, wire-rimmed
glasses at the compute' cluster in the
library over Christmas break. call
x2506 for more info.

...

Rolando Blackman scored 18 points in also have won every game against the
Heat.
his first appearance in Dallas against his
Harold Miner had 23 points for Miami.
former team as New York handed the MavMagic 113, Celtics 94
ericks their 14th consecutive defeat.
Orlando won its first game in seven tries
Blackman, the Mavericks' leading ca- at Boston Garden as Scott Skiles
had 23
reer scorer after 11 years in Dallas, was points and 15 assists and Shaquille
O'Neal
traded to New York last June 24 for a first- 22 points and 12 rebounds.
round pick in the 1905 draft. John Starks
Anthony Bowie,filling in for the injured
also finished with 18 points for the Knicks. Dennis Scott,added 23 points for the
Magic,
Derek Harper scored 28 points for the who led by at least eight points the
entire
Mavericks, whose losing streak is one short second half.
of the club record set in the 1980-81 season,
The Celtics were led by Robert Parish
their first in the NBA.
with 19 points.

Suns 107, Heat 99
Charles Barkley scored 12 of his 31

points and grabbed seven of his 10 rebounds
in the first quarter when Phoenix opened a
20-point lead against Miami.
Dan Majerle scored 19 points and Rich- Golden State.
ard Dumas 18 for the Suns,who pushed their
The Bulls, who led by 25 points in the
NBA-best record to 25-6.
third period,saw their advantage dwindle to
Phoenix won its 10th straight game at 91-81 at the start ofthe fourth
quarter before
home and improved to 12-0 in its six-year Jordan led the run that
gave them a 103-83
series with Miami. Chicago and Portland lead.

S classifieds
miscellaneous

Seamstress:Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc. Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.
Spring break get in shape with step
aerobics. The solution to your resolution. Catching Rays 827-2456. 15/
month.
SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALE! Lowest prices, best trips100% guaranteed! Cancun,Jamaica,
& Florida packages still available f rom
America's student travel leader. Travel
free-organize a small group. Call
STS at (800)648-4849.
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Baha mas, Jamaica from only $399 1
Daytona from $149! Organize a small
group and travel FREE! Call Now!
New England's Largest Spring
Break Company! Take a Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE.
Ski Trips-Jackson Hole + Steamboat
Deepest Powder for lowest price,
everything included. Call Pete 8664563
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote starters sold and installed. Sony,
Pioneer, Pyle. Soundshaperc 9427688.

wanted
Penfriends wanted: Ugandian student seeksMaine penfriendstolearn
about Maine and its people. All letters will be answered. Please write
to: Matovy Julius Brown, co
/ Mr.
S.M. Brown,P.O . Rox4S28,
Kampala'
Uganda, E. Africa .

Bulls 122, Warriors 101
Michael Jordan had 26 points, 12 rebounds and 10 assists and scored six points
during a 12-2 spurt at the start of the fourth
quarter that lifted the Chicago past visiting

Stop by the basement ofLord
;Ian for your classified

apartments
Heated 1&2 bedroom Apts. Located walking distance to UM. Tel.
866-2816
Roomsfurnished,quiet place within
two minute walk to University. 8662816 or 866-7888.
2 BR Apt. Heat and hot water incl. In
Old Town on bus route. Tel. (Day)
827-4550 or (Eve.) 732-3368.
Stillwater-83 Spring .St. 5 BR 2
bath townhouse $800/mo. Heated.
Apply now! P.I. Reality Management
942-4815.
Orono 2 bedrm, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse. Adult area, mins. to UM.
$650/mo. 5 or 12 mo. lease. 7991401 or 871-0112.
For rent- Large 2 bedroom Apt. in
O.T. Quiet only, no smoking. $375
includes heat.827-2435,5911 -Ray
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen,
dining area, living room,on-site laundry. Heat, water, sewer included
Private. Only 9 mi., 15 min.from UM
Bradley. $575-650/mo. sec dep 1
yr lease. Call 866-7798
4 room, 1 bedroom apartment for
rent. Walking distance from school
(ten minutes from union). Private
entryway,laundry facilities available,
$335.00 (w/ one person) utilities
included. Contact David or Patrick at
866-7532 (late after noon or early
evening).

for sale
Casio fx-7700G graphing calculator. Used in Mat 122 $60 00. Call
Kevin 945-5819.

T Power Graphic fx-7700GB calculator with owners manual. Used only
one semester, purchased at $85,for
sale at $55. Call 1-7519.
1986 Renault Alliance. $1000 or
B.O. 866-3245.
Guitar-Gibson Les Paul. Must see,
must sell. Make offer. 866-0265.
K2 Slalom 77's Skis. Women's 9
1/2 size ski boots. Excellent condition Asking $300 or B.O. Call 9422651.

roommates
Roommate wanted fuily lurnisfled
Apt. Stillwater,own bedroom.$160/
month + electricity. 827-6980.
Roommate needed,Stillwater apts.
$125/month. Call 866-0109.

personals
Hey Chi O's-Monday Night is here,
be ready to cheer! A little hint we
want you to know, hop on the bus
and he ready to go!!
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